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STELLINGEN

1. De energiehuishouding van het gas in de schijf van ons Melkwegstelsel

laat een langzaam in de tijd afnemende turbulentie van het gas niet toe;

derhalve kan de toename van de snelheidsdispersies van sterren met hun

leeftijd niet door een dergelijke afname worden verklaard.

dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk I

2. Sterren worden na hun ontstaan versneld.

dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk I

3. Het is waarschijnlijk dat in zwaardere melkwegstelsels relatief meer

zware sterren zijn gevormd.

dit proefschrift; hoofdstuk II

4. De invloed van sterrewind op de produktie van zware elementen door

zware sterren is tot nog toe overschat.

dit proefschrift; hoofdstuk III

5. Indien de röntgenbronnen in de kern van M31 zijn ontstaan uit nova-

dubbelsterren dan is het betreffende gebied in de kern van M31

beduidend ouder dan de rest van het stelsel.

dit proefschrift; hoofdstuk IV

6. Nauwkeurige abundantie bepalingen van sterren ver boven het galaktische

vlak zijn van groot belang voor een beter begrip van zowel de chemische

als de kinematische evolutie van de schijf- van ons Melkwegstelsel kort

na haar ontstaan.

A.Blaauw & C.D.Garmany; in: Stars and Galaxies from Observational

Points of View (1976), uitg. E.K.Kharadze, biz. SSI;

M.Grenon; in:Highlights of Astronomy £ , deel II (1977)3
uitg. E.A.MUller; biz. 55

7. In tegenstelling tot wat algemeen wordt aangenomen zijn er meer

argumenten vóór dan tegen het optreden van een discontinuiteit in

het massaspektrum van sterren bij 1 M .

G.E.Miller & J.M.Saalo, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 41, 513 (1979)



8. Radiële stromingen van gas in de schijf van een melkwegstelsel kunnen

niet beschreven worden door het klassieke accretiemodel van Shakura

en Sunyaev.

V.Icke, Astron. Astrophys. 78_, 21 (1979)

9. De invoering van de twee-fasen struktuur voor de universitaire opleiding

heeft desastreuze gevolgen voor specifiek-onderzoeksdisciplines zoals de

s terrenkunde.

10. Voor pas opgerichte kleine bedrijven is het verkrijgen van overheidssteun

een zo langdurig en tijdrovend proces dat deze steun of te laat komt, of

het geleden tijdsverlies nooit meer goed kan maken.

11. De populariteit van de klassieke gitaar is even groot als het repertoire

klein is. •

J.P. Vader
Amsterdam, 17 juni 1981
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SAMENVATTING

De sterrenstelsels, waarvan de evolutie in dit proefschrift wordt

besproken, betreffen enerzijds melkwegstelsels, bestaande uit zo'n honderd

miljard sterren, en anderzijds dubbelstersystemen, bestaande uit slechts

twee sterren.

In het eerste hoofdstuk wordt de evolutie van onze naaste omgeving — de

zonsomgeving — in het Melkwegstelsel bestudeerd. Dit gebied heeft een door-

snede van slechts circa ëën procent van het totale oppervlak van de schijf

van ons Melkwegstelsel. Het omvat het gas en de sterren binnen een cylinder

met een straal van zo'n tienduizend lichtjaren en met zijn as loodrecht op

het melkweg vlak.

Aan de hand van de waargenomen eigenschappen van gas en sterren in de

zonsomgeving hebben we getracht ons een beeld te vormen van de geschiedenis

van dit gebied, vanaf het ontstaan van ons Melkwegstelsel tot op heden.

Hiertoe hebben we een evolutiemodel gekonstrueerd dat de waargenomen kinema-

tische en chemische eigenschappen van gas en sterren reproduceert. Dit model

ontleent zijn oorspronkelijkheid aan de gedetailleerde weergave van de struk-

tuur van de lokale melkwegschijf in de z-richting, d.w.z. de richting lood-

recht op de schijf.

Het model is getoetst aan de beschikbare waarnemingen verband houdende

met de vertikale struktuur van de lokale melkwegschijf: de zwaartekrachts-

versnelling loodrecht op het vlak, de leeftijdsafhankelijkheid van de snel-

heidsdipersies van sterren, de distributie van stersnelheden in de z-richting,

en het verloop van het gehalte aan zware elementen in sterren in deze rich-

ting. Onder zware elementen verstaan we de elementen zwaarder dan waterstof

en helium; de abundantie hiervan wordt in het vervolg metaalgehalte genoemd.

De chemische evolutie van het model is getoetst aan het waargenomen ver-

loop van het metaalgehalte met de sterleeftijd, en aan de verdeling van het

metaalgehalte over alle sterren. Een klassiek probleem in dit verband, het

zgn. G-dwergen probleem, is de zeer kleine fraktie metaal-arme sterren, d.w.z.

sterren met een metaalgehalte kleiner dan circa, één derde van dat van de zon.

De eenvoudigste evolutiemodellen, n.l. die waarin de zonsomgeving als een

gesloten systeem wordt beschouwd, produceren minstens drie keer te veel

metaal-arme sterren. Betere resultaten worden verkregen met zgn.
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invalmodellen, waarin de hoeveelheid gas in de schijf oorspronkelijk veel

geringer is dan in gesloten modellen en deze voortdurend wordt aangevuld

door van buitenaf instromend gas. Wij hanteren invalmodellen met typische

tijdschalen voor de gasinval van enkele miljarden jaren.

We stellen ons de evolutie van het Melkwegstelsel in grote lijnen als

volgt voor. De oorspronkelijke, bolvormige gaswolk stort in tot een schijf

op een tijdschaal korter dan een miljard jaar. Gedurende deze fase worden

de zgn. halo sterren en de intermediaire populatie II sterren gevormd, welke

gekenmerkt worden door relatief hoge snelheidsdispersies en een gering

metaalgehalte. Hierna vindt stervorming plaats in een dunne gasschijf. De

schijf van gas en sterren is zelfgraviterend en evolueert voldoende lang-

zaam om in hydrostatisch evenwicht te kunnen verkeren. De benodigde druk

wordt hierbij geleverd door de turbulente snelheden van gaswolken en sterren.

De turbulente energie van gaswolken wordt zeer snel gedissipeerd door inelas-

ische botsingen tussen wolken, en moet dus op peil gehouden worden. Nadere

beschouwingen omtrent de energiebalans van het gas leren dat de turbulente

snelheidsdispersie van de gaswolken weinig veranderd is tijdens de levens-

duur van de melkwegschijf. Sterren ontstaan voortdurend uit het gas met

turbulente snelheden gelijk aan die van het gas. Uit het feit dat de waar-

genomen sterrenschijf dikker is dan de gasschijf en omdat de snelheids-

dispersies van sterren toenemen met de sterleeftijd, blijkt dat sterren na

hun ontstaan versneld worden. De vraag welk fysisch proces aanleiding geeft

tot deze versnelling is een klassiek probleem in de sterdynamika. Dé meest

gangbare opvatting is thans dat sterren versneld worden door ontmoetingen

met zware gaswolken welke deel uit maken van de melkweg schijf. De implicaties

van dit zgn. Spitzer-Schwarzschild mechanisme worden door ons model onder-

schreven.

In het tweede hoofdstuk wordt een klaarblijkelijk algemene eigenschap van

melkwegstelsels besproken: het gehalte aan zware elementen is systematisch

groter in stelsels met grotere massa.

De zware elementen worden in het inwendige van zware sterren aangemaakt,

en met het interstellaire gas vermengd t.g.v. de supernova explosie waarmee

deze sterren hun levensloop beëindigen. Zodoende hangt het metaalgehalte van

een melkwegstelsel er van af hoeveel gas er reeds is omgezet in sterren, dus

van het evolutiestadium waarin het stelsel verkeert. De waargenomen verschillen
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in het metaalgehalte zijn echter veel groter dan men op grond van de ver-

schillen in evolutiestadium zo\i verwachten. In dit hoofdstuk wordt als

mogelijke verklaring hiervoor geopperd dat er relatief meer zware sterren

in zwaardere stelsels gevormd wórden. Dit is waarschijnlijk omdat de vorming

van zware sterren bevorderd worde door grotere gas-dynamische aktiviteit in

zwaardere melkwegstelsels. \

Er bestaan waarnemingen die defce veronderstelling onderschrijven. Zo is

in spiraalstelsels de spiraalstruktüur zichtbaar voornamelijk dankzij de

vele heldere zware sterren die ontstaan zijn doordat een zgn. dichtheidsgolf

het gas geschokt heeft. Anderzijds duidt in ons eigen Melkwegstelsel het voor-

komen van T-Tauri associaties er op dat lichte sterren in aparte groepen

gevormd kunnen worden, zonder dat tegelijkertijd ook zware sterren onstaan.

Een bepaald aspekt van de produktie van zware elementen door zware sterren

wordt nader bestudeerd in hoofdstuk III. De laatste jaren i^ het duidelijk

geworden dat alle sterren massa verliezen door sterrewind. Als gevolg van dit

massaverlies vormt zich in zware sterren een kern van zware elementen die

kleiner is dan wanneer er geen massaverlies zou zijn opgetreden. Zodoende

wordt de produktie van zware elementen verminderd door het optreden van

massaverlies.

Nu er meer waarnemingen beschikbaar komen en het fysisch inzicht in het

proces van massaverlies door sterrewind van zware sterren groeit, wordt

duidelijk dat dit massaverlies lager uitvalt dan tot dusver werd aangenomen.

Aldus is ook het effe.kt van massaverlies op de produktie van. zware elementen

overschat. In dit hoofdstuk maken we nieuwe berekeningen omtrent dit effekt.

We beschouwen zowel het massaverlies van enkelvoudige sterren als dat van

nauwe dubbelsterren, die behalve door sterrewind ook massa verliezen t.g.v.

het overschrijden van het kritische equipotentiaal oppervlak. Wanneer we

vervolgens gebruik maken van de meest recente gegevens betreffende de fraktie

zware sterren die per stergeneratie gevormd wordt, is de berekende proüjktie

van zware elementen toereikend om het waargenomen metaalgehalte in de zons-

omgeving te verklaren.
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SUMW-RY

The stellar systems the evolution of which will be considered here, are

either galaxies, which contain about 10 stars, or binary systems, which

consist of only two stars. We shall see that binary systems can give us some

insight into the relative age of the nucleus of M31.

A model for the evolution of the solar neighbourhood, which describes the

kinematical and chemical properties of gas and stars, is presented in chapter 1.

The novelty of this model is that it gives a detailed picture of the vertical

structure of the galactic disk in the solar neighbourhood. The observational

data related to this vertical structure are well-reproduced by our model: the

gravitational acceleration perpendicular to the galactic plane, the increase

of stellar velocity dispersions with stellar age, the distribution of the

vertical component of stellar velocities, and the vertical gradient of the

mean stellar metallicity.

The observed chemical properties of stars, such as the age-dependence of

stellar metallicity, and the metallicity distribution, require that the model

allows for continued infall of gas into the galactic disk after its formation.
9

For time scales of gas infall of a few times 10 years, the well-known

deficiency of metal-poor stars (i.e. stars with metallicity less than one-third

of the solar value) is reproduced.

The formation of the galactic disk is initiated by a rapid collapse during

which the halo and intermediate population II stars are formed. Hereafter,

star formation takes place in a thin disk of gas. The disk of gas and stars is

self-gravitating and evolves quasi-statically. It is supported against gravity

by the turbulent velocities of gas clouds and stars. Since the turbulent energy

of the gas is rapidly dissipated by inelastic cloud-cloud collisions, an energy

supply is required. A detailed investigation of the energy balance of the gas

shows that the turbulent velocity of gas clouds should have been roughly

constant during the life time of the galactic disk.

Scars are born with a velocity dispersion equal to that of the parent gas.

Because the stars form a disk which is observed to be thicker than the gaseous

disk, and because their velocity dispersions increase with stellar age, it

follows that stars must be jiccelarated after birth. Possible physical mechanisms

have often been discussed in the literature. The Spitzer-Schwarzschild mechanism,
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in which stars are accelerated by massive gas clouds, seems quite plausible.

Our model shows that this mode of acceleration satisfactorily explains both

the observed increase of stellar velocity dispersions with age, and the

distribution of stellar velocities in the direction perpendicular to the

galactic plane.

The positive correlation between the metal content of a galaxy and its

mass, first noted for elliptical galaxies, seems to be a general property

of galaxies of all types. The observed increase of metallicity with galaxy

mass is too large to be accounted for by differences in the evolutionary

stage of galaxies. To explain the observed correlation we propose in

chapter II that a relatively larger proportion of massive stars is formed

in more massive galaxies. The physical basis is that the formation of

massive stars seems to be tied to the enhanced gas-dynamical activity in

more massive galaxies.

Observational evidence for our hypothesis is, for instance, that in

spiral galaxies, the spiral structure is visible precisely because of the

presence of luminous massive stars the formation of which is triggered by

density waves.

A specific aspect of the production of heavy elements by massive stars

is investigated in some detail in chapter III. It is well established that

all stars lose mass by stellar wind. The core of heavy elements formed in a

mass-losing massive star is smaller than in the absence of mass loss. As a

consequence, the production of heavy elements is reduced by mass loss.

An increasing number of observations, together with a growing insight

into the process of mass loss itself, have n.ade it clear that the rate of

mass loss by stellar wind from massive stars has been previously overestim-

ated. Consequently, the effect of stellar winds on the heavy-element

production has also been overestimated. We reconsider this effect using the

most recent results on the rates of mass loss by stellar wind from single

stars as well as from close binaries. Mass loss due to Roche-lobe overflow

in close binaries is also taken into account. Using the most recent data on

the fraction of massive stars formed stellar per stellar generation, we find

that the calculated heavy-element production is sufficiently large to account

for the observed metallicities of gas and stars in the solar neighbourhood.
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In 1979 a cluster of 18 point X-ray sources within 400 pc of the centre

of M31 was detected with the Einstein satellite. This is a remarkable result

since no equivalent of this cluster has been observed in the nucleus of our

ova Galaxy, which otherwise is very similar to that of M31.

An explanation for this phenomenon is proposed in chapter IV. The cluster

of X-ray sources in M31 is found to coincide with a hole in the distribution

in novae. Both these X-ray sources and novae are close binaries consisting

of a low-mass main-sequence star (M < M ) and a compact object. In novae the

compact object is a degenerate white dwarf, in X-ray binaries it is a neutron

star. To explain the fact that the cluster of X-ray sources coincides with

a hole in the distribution of novae, we suggest that the X-ray binaries are

the products of the long-term evolution of nova systems. Such evolution

requires that the white dwarf becomes a neutron star. This seems possible if

the mass of the white dwarf is already close to the Chandrasekhar limit:

accretion of mass from the main-sequence star may drive the mass of the white

dwarf over this limit, and collapse into a neutron star may ensue.

An implication is that the stellar population in the nucleus of M31 is

older than that at larger distances from the centre.
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SUMMARY

We have constructed models of the galactic disk near the sun by calcu-

lating the chemical and the kinematical evolution of gas and stars in a

cylinder perpendicular to the galactic plane. One of the main novel feature

of these models is that the z-dependence of all properties is explicitly

retained. The gaseo .s disk is formed by accretion of gas falling in on a

9

time scale t Q of a few times 10 years. The gas is assumed to reach hydro-

static equilibrium instantaneously. The velocity dispersion of the gas

rapidly decays to its presently observed value of 6 kms on a time scale
Q

t, of a few times 10 yrs. Stars are formed at a rate proportional to the

n-th power of the gas density. They are assumed to get the velocity disper-

sion of the gas at birth, and to be accelerated later on by gravitational

perturbations. The chemical evolution of the gas and stars is calculated

using the instantaneous recycling approximation.

We find that models with a star formation rate characterized by n = 1
9

and an mfall time scale of about 5 x 10 yrs best explain the observed

paucity of metal-poor stars (G dwarf problem), as well as the observed in-

crease of the stellar metallicity with time. The observed metal abundances

of stars and gas require a yield of newly synthesized heavy elements per

stellar generation equal to 0.015, in good agreement with theoretical ex-

pectation. In our best model (IB ) the integrated star formation rate was

a factor 3.5 higher about 10 years ago.

Another novel feature of our evolutionary models is the explicit treat-

ment of stellar accretion. We find that Wielen's (1977) empirical stellar

velocity dispersion-age relation (a ~ x ) is an upper limit to the true

relation. Good agreement with the observations is obtained if we use the

cloud collision mechanism originally proposed by Spitzer and Schwarzschild
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1 /5 **
(1951, 0 ~ T , model IB ). We further show that, in general, any stellar

acceleration law of the form a ~ T can be reconciled with the observations

for 1/5 5 a s 1/2 when combined with the appropriate star formation rate,

i.e. a star formation rate which is constant during the lifetime of the

disk for a = 1/2, or which decreases with a factor up to 3.5 for a = 1/5.

Model IB also satisfactorily reproduces the force low perpendicular

to the galactic plane deduced by Oort (1965), and the observed stellar met-

allicity gradient perpendicular to the plane.

From a discussion of the kinetic energy balance of the gas, where the

energy input is due to supernova explosions and the energy dissipation to

cloud-cloud collisions, we conclude that an additional energy source is

probably required to maintain a constant velocity dispersion of the gas

over the life time of the disk if the star formation rate is proportional

to the gas density (n=i). Large scale fluctuations in the galactic gravit-

ational potential, such as spiral arms, are a likely source. The energy

required to accelerate the stars is comparatively small. The high dissi-

pation rates of the kinetic energy of the gas create difficulties for

Larson's (1976) models of galaxy formation which are based on a slow

collapse of the gaseous disk.

Key words: Galactic evolution - G dwarf problem - Stellar acceleration

mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A classic problem of galactic evolution in the solar neighbourhood is

the observed paucity of metal poor stars (van den Bergh, 1962; Schmidt,

1963), which 'closed' evolutionary models failed to explain (cf. Audouze

and Tinsley, 1977). This problem is alleviated by considering models with

gas infall (Larson, 1972; Searle, 1972; Lynden-Bell, 1975).

A classic problem in stellar dynamics is the observed increase of the

velocity dispersion of stars with age. There are two alternative explanations:

either stars were born with the observed velocity dispersions (Larson, 1976)

and hence reflect the history of the velocity dispersion of the gas, or their

velocities are increased after birth by some acceleration mechanism (Spitzer

and Schwarzschild, 1951; Wielen, 1977). Observationally one cannot distinguish

between these two possibilities, but theoretical arguments against the first

explanation will be presented in this paper.

Evolutionary models of disk galaxies usually describe the radial structure

of the disk. The vertical structure is nowhere taken into account, except in

Larson's (1976) three-dimensional hydrodynamic models. Yet, owing to their

coarse spatial grid, Larson's models do not deal with the detailed structure

of the disk perpendicular to the galactic plane. In his models the disk is

gradually built up by accretion of gas left over after the initial collapse

of the galaxy.

In this paper we present an accretion model for the evolution of the

solar neighbourhood which takes into account the detailed z-structure of

the disk. The formation of the galactic disk is initiated by gas which

loses its turbulent energy on a free fall time scale until it attains •

its presently observed velocity dispersion. Thereafter the



velocity dispersion of the gas remains constant. An acceleration mechanism

of stellar velocities accounts for the observed increase of stellar velocity

dispersions with age.

Our model satisfactorily reproduces the observational data related to

the z-structure of the disk: the gravitational acceleration perpendicular

to the galactic plane (Oort, 1960, 1965), the age dependence of the stellar

velocity dispersions (Byl, 1974; Mayor, 1974; Mayor and Martinet, 1977;

Wielen, 1977; Twarog, 1980), and the vertical gradient of stellar metalli-

cities (Blaauw and Garmany, 1976; Grenon, 1977a).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the relevant observa-

tional data are reviewed; section 3 outlines the construction of the model;

in section 4 the results of several models art discussed and compared with

the observations, and in section 5 we discuss the kinetic energy balance of

the gas in the galactic disk.

2. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS

2.1. The mass distribution perpendicular to the galactic plane

The gravitational acceleration K perpendicular to the galactic plane
z

was derived by Oort (1965) from the observed density distribution and the

velocity distribution of K giants (see fig. 7). The asymptotic value of

-2
K for z > 1 kpc corresponds to a total surface mass density of 75 M pc
z o

Its derivative at z = 0 corresponds to a local mass density of 0.15 M pc ,

which is in good agreement with results obtained independently by other authors

(reviewed by Turon-Lacarrieu (1971); the scatter is large). Of this local mass

—3 -3

density about 0.03 M pc is in gas (Savage et al., 1977), and 0.06 M pc

in known stars (Luyten, 1968). We assume that the 'missing' 0.06 M pc is

in the form of stars.
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2.2, The stailar velocity dispersions as a function of age

Figure 5 displays observational results for the velocity dispersion-age

relation a(-c) in the z-direction (Mayor, 1974; Wielen, I977; Twarog, 1980),

and the empirical fit a ~ T ? proposed by Wielen. The z-component of a in-

creases from 10 to 30 km s over 10 years.

The differences in the results of Mayor (1974) and those of Twarog (1980),

V.AO used the same data but different age determinations, give an indication

of the uncertainties in a(ty.- While Mayor's results are well represented by

Wielen's relation, Twarog's work suggests a less dramatic increase of stellar

velocity dispersions with age. In fact Wielen's relation is an upper limit.

It was derived by assuming that the mean velocity dispersion o of a group of

stars with ages in the range 0 - T is equal to the velocity dispersion CT(£T )

at time ix . This is exact in the case of a constant star formation rate and
m

for a relation of the form a ~ t5. If the star formation rate instead of being

constant was greater in the past, the mean stellar age T is underestimated

(T > {i ) , and if <J(T) is of the form 0 ~ T with a < % then the velocity

dispersion is overestimated (a < a (T )).
m

2.3. The history of the star formation

The history of the star formation rate (SFR) and of the initial mass func-

tion (IMF) cannot be determined independently. The simplest approach consists

in assuming a constant IMF during the lifetime of the galaxy. Different methods

to obtain constraints on the SFR with this assumption are discussed by Mayor

and Martinet (1977), and Miller and Scalo (1979). Although some authors (Miller

and Scalo, 1979; Twarog, 1980) claim that the change in the SFR is at most a

factor 2, a decrease by a factor 7 of the SFR during the lifetime of the
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galactic disk seems a safe uper limit (Mayor and Martinet, 1977). The present

—9 —2 — I
local SFR is estimated to be within the range 3 - 7 x 10 M pc yr (Miller

and Scalo, 1979).

2.4. Chemical abundances

The metallicity-age relation for stars reflects the heavy element enrich-

ment of the gas with time. Fig. 3 shows the most recent results obtained by

Twarog (1980) for a large sample of stars. He determined the chemical compo-

sition and ages in a self-consistent manner, using the Yale isochrones.

The stellar metallicity distribution S(Z), defined as the fraction of

stars with a -metallicity greater than or equal to Z, has been analyzed by

Pagel and Patchett (1975). The most striking result of their analysis is the

paucity of very metal poor stars, also known as the "G dwarf problem" which

was earlier noted by van den Bergh (1962) and Schmidt (1963): at most 10% of

all disk stars have a metallicity less than one third of the present mean

metallicity Z = 0.02 (see fig. 4). Models of galactic evolution in which

the solar neighbourhood is a 'closed' system cannot explain this fact with-

out resorting to special conditions during the early life of the Galaxy (cf.

Audouze and Tinsley, 1977). Accretion models, in which the mass of gas in

the galactic disk first increases and then decreases, give better results

(Searle, 1972; Lynden-Bell, 1975). Of all solutions proposed this is the

simplest one, and in this paper we shall restrict ourselves to such accretion

models.

The decrease of the mean metallicity with distance above the galactic plane

has been determined by Blaauw and Garraany (1976) for F stars, and by Grenon for

K giants (1977a, and fig. 10 in Mayor, 1977). Blaauw and Garmany obtain a
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vertical logarithmic abundance gradient of - 0.65 kpc while the results of

Grenon indicate a value twice as small, - 0.35 kpc (see fig. 8).

2.5. The present rate of gas in fall

9 . '

The short time scale (a few 10 years) of gas consumption by star forma-

tion at the present time suggests that the gas in the galactic disk is con-

tinuously replenished, the alternative being that the Galaxy rapidly turns
—2 —1

into an SO galaxy. Oort (1970) estimated a rate of gas infall of 2 M pc Gyr
-2 -1

from high velocity clouds. A lower value (0.2M pc Gyr ,with an upper limit

—2 —1
of 0.8M pc Gyr ) was derived by Cox and Smith (1976) from the soft X-ray

background, and their result is confirmed by more recent data (reviewed by

Tanaka and Bleeker, 1977). For our calculations we adopt Oort's value as an

upper limit.

2.6. The turbulent velocity dispersion of the gas

We adopt a present one-dimensional turbulent velocity dispersion of the

gas a , = 6 km/s, as obtained by Crovisier (1978) from a large sample of

neutral hydrogen clouds. Observations of molecular clouds in both the center

and anticenter directions yield a slightly higer value of 8 km/s (Stark, 1979,

and references therein). The dissipation rate of the turbulent energy per unit

volume by inelastic cloud-cloud collisions is proportional to a and further
6

depends on cloud properties (Spitzer, 1968). The dissipation time scale is of

the order of 10 - 10 years. The energy losses are generally assumed to be

balanced by the deposit of kinetic energy by expanding supernova remnants

(Spitzer, 1968; McKee and Ostriker, 1977). The turbulent energy input is then

proportional to the SFR which, has not been higher in the past by more than a

factor 7 (cf. section 2.3). Unless cloud properties were very different in
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the past, it follows from these energy considerations that during the whole

lifetime of the galactic disk the turbulent velocity of the gas cannot have

been much higher than its present value. Consequently a slow decay of a with

time (Tinsley and Larson, 1978; Vader and de Jong, 1979) cannot explain the

observed increase of stellar velocity dispersions with age.

3. THE MODEL

We present a quasi-static accretion model which describes the evolution

of gas and stars in the solar neighbourhood, i.e. in a cylinder perpendicular

to the galactic plane, with its axis passing through the sun and with a radius

of a few kpc. An important feature of this model is that the z-dependence of

all quantities is explicitly retained, so that the structure of the galactic

disk perpendicular to the plane can be investigated in detail. Any motions

or mass exchange in directions parallel to the galactic plane are neglect J.

The galactic disk is built up by infalling gas. With a gas infall r;xe

2(t) and a total star formation rate S(t), both in units of solar masses per

square parsec per year, the equation of continuity for the surface mass den-

sity G of the gas is

G(t) = Z(t) - S(t) . (1)

We consider an exponentially decaying rate of gas infall

£(t) = ZQ exp(-t/tQ) , (2)

where t is a characteristic time scale. The infalling gas is assumed to

settle smoothly into the disk (Hedrick and Cox, 1977), i.e. without affec-

ting the hydrostatic equilibrium of the disk. A boundary condition relating

the infalling gas to the disk gas is then superfluous.
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The total mass surface density is given by

ï(t) - ƒ* S (t')dt' = G(t) + S(t) (3)

Because of the symmetry of the model with respect to the galactic plane,

the computations are performed for half a column perpendicular to the galac-

tic plane. However, when we refer to a z-integrated quantity, we will always

mean the integral value with respect to the whole column.

The gas dynamics and the stellar dynamics are described separately in the

following tvo sections. The chemical evolution is considered in section 3.3.

3.1. Gas dynamics

The gas in the galactic disk consists of clouds with a gaussian turbulent

velocity distribution, and is supported against gravity by its turbulent pressure

only. The rms velocity a is independent of the height z above the galactic plane.

Magnetic and cosmic ray pressure are neglected, but could be accounted for by

multiplying a by a constant factor of \/2 if their contribution is always about

half of the total pressure (Parker, 1970).

The gaseous disk is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium in the z-direc-

tion and evolves quasi^statically. It then has a mass density distribution

g(z,t) = g(0,t) exp{-$ (z,t)/a2 (t)} (4)

Here $ is the gravitational potential of the smoothed-out mass distribution of

gas and stars. It is measured relative to the gravitational potential at z = 0.
z

Hence $(0) = 0 and $(z) = J K , dz ' , where K i s the acceleration perpendicular
0 z z

to the galactic plane. The galactic disk is approximated by a flat disk of in-
z

finite extent, so that K = 4 ir y ƒ p(z') dz1, where p(z) is the mass density
Z 0

of gas and stars, and -y is the gravitational constant. We also include a contri-
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bution to K by a spherically symmetric mass component with its origin in the
z

galactic center. More details are given in section 4.2.1.

The gas density distribution is normalized such that G(t) = 2 J g(z,t)dz
0

where G is prescribed by the equation of mass balance (aqs. (1) and (3)).

The intitial turbulence of the gas corresponds to a velocity dispersion

a (0) = 100 km/s, typical of halo conditions. The formation of the galactic
g

disk is initiated by a rapid collapse phase. The collapse is simulated by a

decay of a (t) on a time scale t, of the order of the free fall time

a 2(t) = max{a 2 (t ), a 2 (0) exp (-t/t )} , (5)

where a (t.) is the present velocity dispersion of the gas.

3.2. Stellar dynamics

The model evolves in discrete time steps each of which defines a new genera-

tion of stars. A given generation of stars is characterized by its surface mass

density, and by its velocity dispersion which is assumed to be independent of

z but varies in time. The stars are treated as a collisionless gas in a quasi-

steady state. Under these conditions each generation of stars has a density

distribution of the same form as that of an isothermal gas in hydrostatic

equilibrium (cf. eq. (4)).

Within each time step in the model stars are formed, gas is accreted, and

the new velocity dispersions of stars and gas are computed. Hereafter an itera-

tive procedure is used to compute the gravitational potential and the equilibrium

distributions of gas and stars in a self consistent manner.
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3.2.1. The stellar birthrate

Stars are formed with a constant IMF. The delay between stellar birth

and the return of part of the stellar mass to the interstellar medium (ISM)

is neglected. For 'closed' models of galactic evolution this instantaneous

recycling approximation (Talbot and Arnett, 1971) is a good approximation

as long as the gas surface mass density is never less than about 10% of the

cotal density (Vigroux et al., 1976). For accretion models the effect of finite

stellar- lifetimes is small as long as the net rate of mass loss by dying stars

is always smaller than the rate of gas accretion (see section 4.1.2).

The star formation rate per unit volume is taken proportional to a power

n of the local gas density (Schmidt, 1959)

(z,t) . (6)

By star formation rate we will always mean the net rate, i.e. the rate correc-

ted for the (IMF-averaged) stellar mass fraction R returned to the ISM.

A value n > 1 seems indicated by the fact that young stars have a scale

height perpendicular to the galactic plane smaller than that of the gas

(Schmidt, 1959). From a detailed study of scale heights Guibert et al. (1978)

conclude 1.3 < n < 2. However, molecular clouds have a much smaller z-extent

than the neutral hydrogen gas, so that a value n = 1 is equally likely if

stars form preferentially in molecular clouds.

Madore (1977) on the other hand favours a value n = 1/2 as would follow

from a gravitational process of star formation with a rate inversely proportional

to the free fall time of the gas. However, this is the rate per gas cloud, and

for the star formation rate per unit volume these considerations lead to n = 3/2.
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It seems safe to conclude that n lies in the range 1-2. To cover this

range we use the extreme values n=l and n=2 in our model computations.

3.2.2. The stellar velocity dispersions at birth

Stars are born with the gaussian velocity distribution of the parent gas.

With eqs. (4) and (6) the mass density of stars born during the time interval
t

(t, t + At), where At is a fixed time-step in the model, becomes

As(z,t) = M | j l l At «. A gn(O,t) At exP{-n$(z,t)/a^(t)} , (7)

with the stellar velocity dispersion o (t) = a (t). We can write this in terms

of a normalized distribution function f
s

As(z,t) s ƒ fg(z,v,t) dv , (8)

with

fs(z,v,t) = ^ i 0 ; ^ exp {- (n*(z,t) + 4 v2)l°\ (t)} . (9)

Since the stars are collisionless, this particular generation obeys the

Liouville equation

3f 3f 3$ 3f
— - + v —- — =0 (10)
3t 3z 3z 3v

In the special case n - 1, f becomes a function of the total specific energy
s

2
E = *(z) + { v only. The last two terms on the left hand side of eq. (10) then

cancel, so that f is stationary and the stellar velocity dispersion equals that

of the gas.



When n * 1 a stationary distribution function f' * f is reached after
s s

a time of the order of one stellar orbital period. As this time is short

compared to any global evolutionary time scale, we may assume that newly

born stars reach their steady state distribution instantaneously. The distri-

bution function f' is obtained as follows. Using the initial distribution

s
function f , the density of stars with a given orbital extreme z , i.e.

s nicix

a given energy E, is computed. These stars are redistributed over z < z
max

according to the time 4z/v(z) spent in each interval (z,z-tóz), where v(z)

2
is given by i v (z) = $(z ) - $(z). The velocity dispersion o' is then

mflx 5

calculated in each interval. Although a' is not necessarily z-independent
s

(Caram, 1950), its change with z in our n = 2 models is found to be always

so small that it can be neglected. We further assume that the velocity

distribution remains gaussian. We then have

fs (z'v't} = uiot'a'(t) exP{-($<z'^ + *v2>/<i<t)} , (ID
s

and

As'(z,t) 2 ƒ f'(z,v,t) dv = As'(O,t) exp{-$ (z,t)/0f2 (t)} (12)
s s

so that each generation of stars behaves again as an isothermal gas in hydro-

static equilibrium. The velocity dispersion of stars 0' in the steady state
s

is equal to that of the parent gas for n = 1, while for n > 1 it is smaller.

Summation over all generations i of stars born up to time t gives the

total stellar mass distribution

s(z,t) = I As. (0,t) exp {- $(z,t)/cr'2.(t) } . (13)
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3.2.3. The adiabatic invariant of stellar motion

Due to mass infall the gravitational potential increases with time.

If the relative change in potential during one stellar period is small,

and if the stellar motion can be approximated by harmonic motion, the pro-

duct of the total energy and the orbital period P of a star is an adiabatic

invariant (Landau and Lifschitz, 1960; Lecar, 1962; Eggen et al., 1962).

9
The first condition is satisfied in our models, except for the first 10

years when the gas infall rate is relatively high. The harmonic approximation

is accurate within a few percent for stars with orbital extremes below one

scale height of the total mass distribution. The total stellar energy is

2 2
then proportional to v = (2ir z /P) , where v is the velocity with

which a star crosses the galactic plane, and z is the orbital extreme.
max

The period P varies approximately as p , where p is the mass density at

z = 0. The adiabatic invariant then implies that, since P decreases when

more material accumulates in the galactic disk, the stars sink towards the
i

galactic plane while their velocities increase. The velocities vary as p *

so that their increase cannot be very large. The increase for disk stars

turns out to be typically a few km/s in our models. Therefore an additional

acceleration mechnanism must be introduced to account for the observed in-

crease of stellar velocity dispersions with age.

3.2.4. The acceleration of stellar velocities

Spitzer and Schwarzschild (1951) suggested that stars would be accelerated

"• 6 1/5
by collisions with massive clouds (M ~ 10 M ). This process predicts a ~ t

©

According to Spitzer and Schwarzschild (1953) and Wielen (1977) the relation

becomes o ~ x when dynamical friction is neglected. This is incorrect.
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In the present case where the mass of the gas clouds is much larger than the

stellar mass the presence or absence of dynamical friction does not affect

the increase of random energy of the stars (see Appendix A), so that the

relation a ~ x remains unchanged.

Julian and Toomre (1966) and Julian (1967) further developed She accel-

eration mechanism due to collisions with gas clouds. They took into account

the amplification of inhomogenities in the gas by stars. The excess stellar

density can easily exceed the mass of the initial gas cloud by an order of

magnitude. This does not essentially change Spitzer and SchwarzschiId's

(1951) results. But a different acceleration mechanism is in fact presented

when they consider large scale inhomogenities such as the spiral structure

rather than randomly distributed massive gas clouds. Julian's (1967) numerical

results for this mechanism can be roughly approximated by a relation of the

type given above, with a power a in the range 0.3 - 0.5. Barbanis and Woltjer

(1967) discussed the effect of transient spiral patterns with lifetimes

of the order of one galactic revolution and succeeding each other in a random

way. This is by definition a random walk process so that they obtain a ~ T 5 .

The results of the calculations quoted above are restricted to acceleration

in the galactic plane. Wielen (1977) showed that in the case of an isotropic

random walk process the observed ratios of the velocity dispersions in the'

radial, tangential and z-direction are recovered. The acceleration of stellar

velocities by spiral density waves is probably less efficient in the z-direction

than in directions parallel to the galactic plane because there are no exact

resonances between the stellar orbital frequency in the z-direction and the

frequency of the spiral pattern.

In our model we assume that within each time step A-t stars are accelerated

by gravitational perturbations in the galactic disk according to the relation
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Aa m ~ At, where 2 £ m £ 5.
s

The gravitational perturbations are assumed either to originate in the

gas (massive clouds) or to be related to the gas by a gaseous response to

flucutations in the gravitational potential, (e.g. density waves). The region

within which stars are accelerated can then be defined as a layer with a thick-

ness equal to the equivalent thickness H of the gas. Taking the efficiency of

the acceleration propojtional to the gas surface density G(t), we write

Aam(t) - C f ̂ 4 At , (14)
s b

where C is a velocity diffusion constant; f = 1 tor a generation of stars

with equivalent thickness H s H , and f = H /H otherwise; G(t) is normalized
s g g s

to G ' = 6 M pc , the presently observed value of the gas surface density.
l o

To any given stellar energy (which increases according to eq. (14)) corres-

ponds a certain value of the adiabatic invariant. To properly treat the combi-

ned effects of mass infall and increase of stellar velocities in the models,

the following operations are carried out at each time step:

- adapt the location in z of the stellar orbital extremes as required by

the adiabatic invariant after mass infall and calculate the new velocity

dispersions;

- increase the velocity dispersions according to eq. (14);

- calculate the resulting new positions of the orbital extremes and

the corresponding new values of the adiabatic invariant to be used

in the next time step.

To carry out these operations, both the stellar density distribtution s(z,t)

as given by eq. (13) and the way in which stars are distributed as a function
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of orbital extreme must be known at all times during the calculations.

3,3. The chemical evolution

The gas is enriched in heavy elements by stellar ejecta. The infalling

gas is assumed to be unenriched. With the instantaneous recycling approxi-

mation and the assumption that the gas is always well mixed (Reeves, 1972;

Edmunds, 1975), the gas is enriched at a rate

(y-z) S (15)
at

where y is the IMF averaged yield of heavy elements per fraction of mass

(1-R) locked up in stars.

With eqs. (1) and (15) we obtain

3 (Z/y) _ S Z I
~~3t G " y G ' ( 1 6 )

Hence only the quantity Z/y needs to be specified during the calculations,

and y can be chosen later so as to reproduce the presently observed chemical

abundance of heavy elements.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When the rate of gas infall (Ê and t in eq. (2)), the power n in the

star formation rate (eq. (6)), the dissipation time scale t (eq. (5)), and

the stellar acceleration law (m in eq. (14)) are specified, the remaining

input parameters of the model (C,A, and y) are determined by the observational

constraints at the present time t. (cf. section 2). The coefficient C in eq.

(14) is determined by fitting the observed stellar velocity dispersion-age

relation (fig. 5). The parameter A in the star formation rate then follows
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from fitting the present gas and star densities at z = 0. The yield y can be

specified at the end of the calculations so as to give Z = 0.02.

We have calculated five models which differ in the adopted values of n,

t,, £ and t . Stars are accelerated by Wielen's acceleration mechanism in

which m = 2. The calculations are performed with a time step of 2 x 10 yrs,

9 9

and are stopped at t = 12 x 10 yrs. During the first 2 x 10 yrs, characterized

by a rapid dynamical collapse, the halo and intermediate population II stars -

with z-velocity dispersions in excess of 30 km/s - are formed. In accordance

with recent estimates (Grenon, 1977 b; Twarog, 1980), the lifetime of the

galactic disk is taken to be 10 years.

The characteristics of the models are given in Tables 1 and 2. There and in

the following, any quantity with index 1 denotes its present value.

4.1. Star formation rate and chemical abundances

4.1.1. Models with n = 1

In the case of the linear (n=l) models, analytic expressions can be ob-

tained for z-integrated quantities such as G(t> and S(t), and for the mettalicity

Z(t). Eq. (6) integrated over z, and eq. (2) are substituted into eq. (1) to

give

G(t) = iQ exp (-t/tQ) - A G(t) . (17)tQ

Integration then yields

G(t) = S(t)/A = t t (At - I)"1 {exp(-t/t ) -exp(-At)}. (18)
o o o o

In the same way, integration of eq. (16) yields

A«-

'o At -1 exp[(At -1) t/t ] - 1
o o o
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The stellar density S(t) follows from integration of eq. (18). The quantities

above are independent of the z-structure of the galactic disk. This is no longer

true for models with n > 1.

The above analytic expressions have been used to test the accuracy of' our
Q

model computations: for the adopted time step of 2 x 10 yrs, S(t) and Z(t)

are computed to within an error of less than 5%. The adopted logarithmic grid

in z is such that the initial stellar velocity dispersions (which should be

equal to that of the parent gas for n = 1, as shown in section 3.2.2.) are

computed with the same accuracy.

In figures 1 and 3 and in Table 2 we present results for three models

(1A, IB, and 1C) with n = 1, which differ in the adopted gas infall time scale
9

(t = 4,5 and 6 x 10 yrs, respectively; cf. Table 1). The dissipation time

o
scale t, = 3,5 x 10 yrs has been chosen such that the gas reaches its present

a
velocity dispersion of 6 km/s after 2 x 10 yrs.

The integrated star formation rate (fig. 1) has a broad maximum at the point

of intersection with the accretion rate I(t). The maximum value of S(t) exceeds

its present value by at most a factor 5, which is well within the observational

constraints (cf. section 2.3). When t increases the star formation rate becomes
o

more uniform, so that A must increase if the same final mass of stars is to be

formed. This explains why, subsequent to its maximum, S(t) tends to become pro-

portional to the accretion rate (cf. also eq. (18)).
9

In all three models about 4% of the stars are formed during the first 10

years. These are true halo stars with Velocity dispersions a > 45 km/s, and
s

scale heights exceeding 1 kpc (Eggen, 1979). Their surface mass density of

_2 .
about 4M pc is in good agreement with Schmidt's (1975) estimate.

©

The chemical evolution (fig. 31 is strongly dependent on t . The initial

increase of Z(t) becomes steeper and the subsequent flattening is enhanced for
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larger values of t . This is easily understood from eq. (16): the initial in-

crease is proportional to A while the subsequent flattening is proportional

to Z(t), and both these quantities increase with increasing t . Obviously

the more rapid the initial increase of Z(t), the lower the number of metal

poor stars (MPS: stars with Z < 0.3 Z ). Their percentage decreases from 24%

9 9
for t = 4 x 10 yrs to 9% for t = 6 x 10 yrs. Thus only models with t S 6

q
x 10 yrs would seem to satisfy the constraint that less than 10% of all stars

are MPS (cf. section 2.4). However, the observed stellar metallicity distribu-

tion (fig. 4) is based on observations from which halo stars are excluded

(Pagel and Patchett, 1975). Therefore the contribution of about 4% by halo stars

must be subtracted from the percentages in column 8 of Table 2. This means that

9
infall time scales t > 5 x 10 yrs are required to satisfy the MPS constraint.

Model IB gives the best fit to both the observed Z(t) curve (fig. 3) and

the observed stellar metallicity distribution (fig. 4). Halo stars are not in-

cluded in the model results of fig. 4.

The value of the yield y vhich reproduces the present metallicity of the gas

Z. = 0.02, will be discussed separately in section 4.1.3.

4.1.2. Models with n = 2

For models with n >1 the integrated star formation rate is a function of

both the gas surface mass density and of the gas volume density in the galactic

plane (cf. Appendix B)

S(t) = A J_ro gn(z,t) dz ft» A n~*G(t) g ^ O . t ) . (20)

The gas volume density in turn depends on the scale height, and hence on the

velocity dispersion of the gaseous disk. At early times these are determined

by the dynamical collapse time scale t,. Thereafter, when the gas has reached

its present velocity dispersion, the scale height H of the gas remains nearly
6
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constant so that the star formation rate may be approximated by S(t) = A' G (t),

with a proportionality constant A' = An /H„ (cf. Appendix B).

Figs. 2 and 3 show results for the n = 2 models 2A and 2B which are identi-

cal except for t,. They have an exponentially decaying gas infall rate with

9 8 8
t = 4 x 10 yrs; the collapse time scales are t, = 3.5 x 10 and 2 x 10 yrs

respectively. The early evolution of the models is affected by t,, but after

9
3 x 10 yrs their respective star formation rates and metallicities converge.

Models 2A and 2B have 14% and 11% of MFS, respectively. As in the n = 1 models,

this includes 4% of halo stars. However, after the initial rapid increase, Z(t)

varies too little compared to the observations (fig. 3), and the decrease in

the SFR by more than a factor 10 during the lifetime of the disk (fig. 2) is

too strong. For longer gas infall tune scales the decrease in the SFR is re-

duced but Z(t) becomes even flatter, while for shorter infall time scales &(t)

is in better agreement with the observations but the decrease in the SFR becomes

stronger.

As discussed in section 3.3, the chemical evolution of gas and stars is

calculated in our models with the use of the instantaneous recycling approxi-

mation. Recently Chiosi and Matteucci (1980) noted that when mass loss by

dying stars is properly taken into account, the effect in accretion models

with n = 2 is that the SFR becomes considerably flatter, while the initial

increase of Z(t) is reduced so that more MPS are produced. They suggested

that in general the instantaneous recycling approximation loses its accuracy

when the star formation rate exceeds the rate of gas accretion. We remark

here that a better criterion for the use of the instantaneous recycling

approximation is that the rate at which mass is returned to the ISM by dying

stars should always be much smaller than the gas accretion rate. This condition

is much better fulfilled in our n = 1 models than in our n = 2 models. We have
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verified that the effect of finite stellar lifetimes is to increase the per-

centage of MPS in both our n = 1 and n = 2 models, and to flatten the SFR in

n = 2 models, while the SFR in n = I models is much less affected. The increase

g

of MPS can be compensated for by an increase t with only 10 years, and the

Z(t) curves obtained with the instantaneous recycling approximation are then

recovered. In conclusion, our results remain basically unchanged, except for

the SFR in our n = 2 models.
4.1.3. The yield y

In our models a present metallicity Z. = 0.02 corresponds to a yield

y = 0.015 (cf. Table 2, model IB). This result agrees with that of other

authors (Larson, 1976; Chiosi, 1980), and we show below that it is model

independent as long as the models correctly predict the observed average

2

stellar metallicity Z . = •=• 2. (Pagel and Patchett, 1975). The lower value

y = 0.005 + 0.001 obtained by Pagel and Patchett (1975) from a comparison

of the observed abundances with the predictions of an analytical model,

leads to inacceptable results: it predicts as much as 50% of MPS, and in

fact it cannot reproduce the observed values of Z. and Z simultaneously.

Our result is also close to the theoretical value y = 0.012 obtained

by Arnett (1978) for single star evolution without mass loss and a power

law IMF with slope a = - 7/3. A slope a = -2 for the IMF of massive stars

is indicated by the observations (Miller and Scalo, 1978; Lequeux, 1979

and references therein). For a = -4/3 (Salpeter slope) and - 10/3 the theoreti-

cal yields are 0.034 and 0.Q034 respectively, which illustrates the strong

dependence of y on the IMF. When stellar mass loss is taken into account the

yields are reduced (Chiosi and Caimi, 1979); Vanbeveren and Olson, 1980). One

should keep in mind that the uncertainty in the theoretical values quoted

above is large due to the uncertainties in stellar evolution models.
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Quite independent of any theoretical considerations, an empirical value

of the yield can be directly deduced from observed properties of gas and stars

in the solar neighbourhood. If, in a given region, the IMF has been constant

and if the heavy elements have been contributed by star formation only (i.e.

not by infalling or initially present enriched gas) , the total heavy element

production by all stars ever formed is equal to the amount of heavy elements

locked up in stars and that present in the remaining gas:

S

y S = ƒ Z(S) dS + Z G , , (21)
1 0

or

( 2 2 )

— — — "7

In the solar neighbourhood Z = — Z , so that y > 0.013. This was already

noted by Searle (1972).

It is clear from the discussion above that the value of y is larger than

is usually quoted. Moreover, eq. (22) underestimates y if inward radial flows

exists in the galactic disk (Blitz, 1980), as this leads to a net inward trans-

port of heavy elements (Mayor, 1979).

4.2. Stellar kinematics

In all models of Table 2 the velocity dispersions increase with time accor-

ding to eq. (14) with m = 2 as suggested by Wielen (1977). As reflected by the

present mean stellar velocity dispersions a (0) at z = 0 given in the last

column of Table 2, these models have very similar kinematical properties

because they were forced to reproduce the same velocity dispersion—age relation.

In the n = 1 models the disk stars are born with a = a = 6 km/s; for the n = 2
s g

models this is reduced to 5 km/s. The velocïty diffusion coefficients are in
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the range C = 1.4 - 1.7 x 10~7 km2 s 2 yr ' (see Table 1).

In fig. 5 we show the increase of the velocity dispersion with age for

model IB which gives an excellent fit to Wielen's (1977) empirical relation.

The velocity dispersions of the oldest stars reflect the large velocity dis-

persion of the gas at the time of their formation, while the velocity dis-

persions of the disk stars are largely due to the adopted acceleration mechanism.

As model IB provides the best fit to the chemical evolution of the solar neigh-

bourhood (figs. 3 and 4) we shall discuss the stellar kinematics on the basis

of this model.

Even though model IB accurately reproduces the velocity dispersion-age rela-

tion, it does not reproduce the observed mean stellar velocity dispersion a (0)
s

= 20 km s derived by Wielen (1977) from a representative sample of 317 McCormick

K and M dwarfs included in the Catalogue of Nearby Stars (Gliese 1969, henceforth

referred to as the Gliese Catalogue). The reason for this discrepancy is that

a (0) depends on both the stellar velocity dispersion-age relation and on the

history of star formation.

We are therefore led to perform a more refined observational test by considering

the velocity distribution of stars in the galactic plane. Fig. 6 shows the distri-

bution of the z-velocities of the 317 McCormick stars referred to above, which is

supposedly free of kinematic selection effect (Jahreiss, 1974). Another velocity

distribution proposed by Oort (1960) in his derivation of the acceleration K
z

perpendicular tc the galactic plane (cf. in section 4.2.2) consists of the sum

of four Gaussian distributions with rras velocities of 11.2, 18.7, 30.1, and 60.2

km/s, contributing respectively a fraction 0.425,0.425, 0.14, and 0.02 to the stellar

mass density at z = 0. Its mean rms velocity is 19.1 km/s. The two distributions

are in very good agreement with each other, as illustrated by the nearly equal

percentages of stars in different absolute-velocity bins (Table 3).
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The percentages of all stars in the Gliese catalogue with absolute velo-

cities in the z-direction greater than 30 km/s and greater than 60 km/s

(Weistrop, 1975) are indicated in parentheses in Table 3 next to those

of the Cormick stars. The percentages of high-velocity stars among all

stars in the Gliese catalogue and among the McConnick stars are about

equal, and we conclude that the sample of McConnick stars is representative

not only of the disk stars but .also of the halo stars.

In fig. 6 we also show the velocity distribution of the stars in several

models, and in Table 3 we list the percentages of stars in different velocity

bins. The velocity distribution of model IB clearly contains too many high

velocity stars (|w| > 30 km/s), and this is still the case when only disk

stars (T < 10 yrs) are considered. This is to be expected since Wielen's

empirical O~(T) relation was obtained with the assumption of a constant star

formation rate during the lifetime of the galactic disk, while in model IB

this star formation rate decreases by a factor 3.5. Hence a much better fit

should be obtained when the a(t) relation of model IB is used in combination

with a constant star formation rate. This is done in model IB which is derived

from model IB by replacing its star formation rate for disk stars by a constant

_2
star formation rate, and its total stellar surface mass density by S. = 80 M pc ,

1 o
so that the constraint s(0) = 0.12 M nc. is again satisfied. Because the rela-

tive contribution of young stars with low velocities is larger in model

IB than in model IB,, the velocity distribution is correspondingly narrower

with a (0) = 22.3 km/s, and gives a good fit to the observed velocity distribution.
8

Clearly model IB is not self consistent. As we cannot construct self consis-

tent models in which the SFR is strictly constant, we are led to consider a

different stellar velocity dispersion-age relation. To that end we introduce

model IB which is identical to model IB, except for the acceleration mechanism
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-2 -1
and for the constant JJ = 7.8 M pc Gyr in the gas infall rate required to

o o

give again s(0) = 0.12.M pc . This means that models IB and IB have exactly

the same chemical evolution (cf. eq. (20)), but their star formation rates and

surface mass densities differ by a constant factor. In model IB we have used

the Spitzer-Schwarzschild acceleration mechanism, i.e. the acceleration of stars

by collisions with massive clouds (cf. section 2.2). In accordance with eq. (14)

we took

Aa5(t) = C f %&- At . (23)
s G ,

_4 5-5 -l
Remarkably, the value C = 2.8 x 10 km s yr chosen to reproduce the velocity

q
dispersion-age relation for the youngest stars (T < iO yrs, fig. 5), leads

to a velocity distribution of model IB which fits the observed velocity dis-

tribution as well as the one resulting from model SB (fig. 6 and Table 3).

This value of C is about the same as that predicted theoretically for stellar

acceleration by typical galactic giant molecular clouds (cf. Appendix A).

A velocity dispersion-age relation of the form a ~ T , together with a

star formation rate which decreases by a factor 3.5 during the lifetime of the

disk, thus explains the observed velocity distribution as well as Wielen's

empirical a ~ T J relation based on a constant star formation rate. This re-

sult is important in view of the fact that no physical basis has yet been

found for the "random velocity-diffusion" process introduced by Wielen (I977).

Neither is there compelling evidence for a strictly constant SFR; in fact the

observed Z(t) relation provides some evidence against it (see section.5).

10 **

The oldest disk stars (T = 10 yrs) in model IB have a velocity dis-

persion of 20 km/s, as compared to 30 km/s. in IB and IB* (fig. 5). As their

observed velocity dispersion is certainly not smaller than 20 km/s, the power

a = 1/5 is a lower bound. On the other hand, because Wielen 's a ~ T relation is
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an upper limit to the true relation (cf. section 2.2), the power a = 1/2 is an

upper bound. In fact our results show that any acceleration law of the form a ~ T

can be reconciled with the observations for 1/5 ^ a < 1/2 when it is combined

with the appropriate SFR, i.e. a SFR which was greater 10 years ago by

a factor in the range I - 3.5, where the lower limit corresponds to a = 1/2

and the upper limit to a = 1/5. Therefore it would be of interest to extend

to the three dimensional case the numerical calculations of Julian and Toomre

(1966) and Julian (1967), who considered the stellar response in the galactic

plane to gravitational perturbations in a differentially rotating disk (cf.

section 2.2).

4.3. The acceleration K

We have calculated the acceleration K including the contribution of a
z

spherically symmetric mass component with mass M(r), where r is the distance

from the galactic center

z M(r ) |z|

Kz = -4 » Y ƒ (g(z') + s(z')) dz' - Y - ^ > <24>
o z +r r

o o

where r = 10 kpc is the galactocentric distance of the sun. The mass M(r )

is assumed to increase with time at a rate proportional to the gas infall

rate, and attains a value 1.44 x 10 M at the present time. Fig. 7 shows

e
K for models IB, IB , and IB , together with the empirical K obtained
2 Z

by Oort (1965). The differences for z > 300 pc stem mainly from differences

in the total surface mass densities. Model IB has a surface mass density

I = 100 M pc . Oorts curve lies in between those of models IB and IB
1 O

—2
which have Z. = 86 and 70 M pc respectively (cf. Table 3)*
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4.4. Scale height versus velocity dispersion

Scale heights are much more difficult to estimate observationally than

velocity dispersions. From our models we obtain the empircal relation

• { 2 5 )

This relation is not very model-dependent: models IB, IB , and IB , with

-2
surface mass densities of 10Q, 86, and 70 M pc , respectively (cf. Table 3),

o
give only slightly different results.

4.5. The vertical gradients of stellar metal abundances

Fig. 8 shows the mean logarithmic abundance < log (Z /Z ) > normalized

to the present metallicity Z. as a function of z for models IB, IB , and 1C,

together with the observational results for F stars (Blaauw and Garmany, 1976)

and for K giants (Grenonas quoted by Mayor, 1977). The one-sigma dispersion

of < log Z > in our models is about 0.15. No chemical properties are available
s

for model IB as it is not self consistent (cf. section 4.2).

Models IB and IB are d;ntical in their star formation rates and chemical

evolution. Their only difference is the stellar velocity dispersion-age relation,

the stellar velocity dispersions being lower in model IB . The resulting differ-

ence in the mean stellar metallicity is less than 10% for z < 500 pc and in-

creases up to 60% at z = 1000 pc.

Model 1C has nearly the same kinematic properties as model IB, but has 5%

i
less MPS. Their mean stellar metalllicities differ by 10% at z = 0 increasing

up to 20% at z = 1000 pc.

The scatter in the observations here is large and does not allow any conclu-

sion as to which model should be preferred. We note that the South Galactic Pole

data of Blaauw and Garmany are probably affected by interstellar reddening and
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and therefore less reliable. When these data are deleted model IB is a

lower limit to the observations. This is consistent with the fact that

model IB has the maximum percentage of MPS allowed by the observations.

Similarly, model 1C with fewer MPS but with more high-velocity stars than

observed, should give an upper limit to the true mean stellar metallicity

as a function of z. The relatively high observed abundances for F stars

near z = 0 can be ascribed to observational selection towards metal rich

nearby stars. Grenon (1973) estimates that two thirds of the nearby moderately

metal-deficient- stars are still undetected.

Our model results show that the determination of mean stellar abundances

far above the galactic plane (z > 500 pc) is of great importance for a better

understanding of both the chemical and the kinematic properties of the oldest

disk stars.

5. ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS ;

To discuss the energy balance of the gas we first consider the rate of

kinetic energy input V by supernova explosions and the rate of energy dissi-

pation A . by cloud-cloud collisions.

The rate at which energy is deposited in the interstellar gas by supernova

remnants (SNR) may be written

( 2 6 )

where 3 = e n , with e the kinetic energy imparted to the gas by one SNR,

and n the number of supernovae formed per unit mass converted into stars.

The dissipation rate due to the cloud-cloud collissions (Spitzer, 1968) can
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be written as

AcQl(t) = a a\t) ƒ gZ(z,t) dz (27)
D —00

1Ï o *\
where a = —r f Ï I — > with f the mass fraction of gas stored in clouds,

c H c M c
c

R the cloud radius and M the cloud mass,
c c

-25
Spitzer (1968) estimated a kinetic energy input by SNR of 3 x 10- ergs

cm s and a dissipation rate of gas turbulent energy by "standard clouds"

-1 2
(a =0,1 M pc ) which is a factor 30 lower. The average cloud properties

-1 2
in McKee and Ostriker (1977) correspond to a = 1.6 M pc . With an SN rate

of 1/50 yr in the Galaxy (Ilovaisky and Lequeux, 1972), and a total star

-1 3
formation rate of 4 M yr (Mezger and Smith, 1977), one obtains n = 5 x 10

M . The kinetic energy input e is typically a few percent of the total SN

49
energy: e » 2 x 10 ergs. On the basis of the above values we adopted

a = 0.5 M pc and B = 1 x 10 ergs M . The uncertainity in these
c e v sn a a

quantities is large.

In figs. 9 and 10 we show the energy generation and dissipation rates for

models IB and 2A. In both models the rates r and A ., are found to be of
sn col

the same order of magnitude during the lifetime of the galactic disk. For

n = 2 eqs. (26) and (27) and fig. 10 show that the energy loss of the gas

A . can be balanced by T if the gas velocity dispersion is constant.

According to fig. 9 for n = 1 this balance would lead to a gas turbulent

velocity increasing with time, which is consistent with the observed a (T)
s

relation. However, there are several ways to still achieve an energy balance,

i.e. a constant gas velocity dispersion, even if n = 1:
(i) the gas surface mass density G and therefore S is constant during

the lifetime of the disk, in which case A n and V are also constant;
col sn
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(ii) the properties of gas clouds were different in the past, so that

a is a function of time;
c

(iii) the turhulent energy of the gas is derived from a different or

additional energy source.

A consequence of the first hypothesis is that the rate of enrichment

-T— would be negative for Z >y (cf. eq. (15)), i.e. during at 'east the

past few billion years (cf. section 4.1.3.), which is contrary to the

observations. The second hypothesis only requires an increase of a by at

most a factor 4 during the disk lifetime (see fig. 10). The third suggestion,

an additional energy source besides supernovae, is supported by the fact that

the velocity dispersion of gas clouds is observed to be independent of mass

for masses in the range 3 M to 3 x 10 M (Stark, 1979), whereas the velocity

dispersion sould be smaller for large masses if clouds are accelerated by SNR's

only. The last two points should be further investigated in order to make self-

consistent n = 1 models in which the velocity dispersion of the gas is derived

from the energy balance.

In figures 9 and 10 we have also indicated the quantity r i the rate at

which energy is given to the stars by the acceleration mechanism. This energy

generation rate has been calculated from the relation (cf. eq. 14)

r - A c gj£ E f. S. * .2"» (28)
ace m G! . l l si

where S. is the surface mass density of the i generation of stars.

For B - 2 eq. (18) takes the simpler form

r <t) = 2 C f £ I H s(Q,t) , (29)
ace G. g

The factor 2 accounts for the fact that one half of the energy transferred to the
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stars goes into kinetic energy and one half into potential energy (cf .Wielens,1977).

The figures show that the rate at which kinetic energy is given to the stars

is much smaller than the rate at which kinetic energy is cycled through the

gas.

It is of interest to briefly discuss the energy source of the acceleration

mechanism. When the stars are accelerated by cloud collisions according to the

Spitzer-Schwarzschild mechanism (model IB ), the energy given to the stars is

extracted from the gas so that r is in fact a small loss term in the kinetic

energy balance of the gas. In all other models, of which only model 2A is shown

in fig. 10, Wielen's velocitydiffusion acceleration mechanism has been adopted.

As discussed in the previous section, this acceleration mechanism, in combina-

tion with a SFR which was higher in the past, produces too many high-velocity

stars so that is generally larger for those models than for model IB
aCC

In model IB, for instance, about twice as much energy is required for stellar

acceleration than in model IB . For model IB , with a constant SFR, is
' ace

not available (cf. section 4.2), but it should be about the same as in model

IB as these models have nearly the same stellar velocity distribution (fig. 7).

In the case of Wielen's velocity-diffusion mechanism the energy source is un-

clear.

Finally we compare our models with the work of Larson (1976) on the forma-

tion of disk galaxies. In his models galaxies are formed by a slow collapse of

the gaseous disk in about 10 years. Stars obtain their velocity dispersion

essentially from the gas at birth, so that the younger stars have indeed smaller

velocity dispersions than the older ones (cf. also Vader and de Jong, 1979).

However, our present results show that although the gravitational energy source
O Q

used by Larson (1976) to keep the gas turbulent is adequate for the 10 - 10

M gas clouds adopted in his models, it is by far insufficient to balance a
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dissipation rate characteristic of much less massive clouds in the galactic

disk. This makes it difficult to justify models of galaxy formation based on

the concept of a slowly collapsing gaseous disk.
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APPENDIX A

We consider here the case of a test star with mass m and initial velocity
s

ii moving in a field of gas clouds with mass m » m which have an isotropic
" C S

velocity distribution f(V ). The first and second moments of the change of

velocity of the star as a result of encounters with clouds during a time A t

are then given by (cf. Hénon, 1973)

2
O n u 0

£ 1 f V 2 dV (AD
C C

f V dV
u2 0 C" C

< Av > (A2)
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2 2 Q mo u 4 3 "

< Au 2 > = §~ {Q' f V.* dVc + u
J J f Vc dVc} (A3)

2Qm 2

< Av2 ; . _ c _ { 3 U2 Q / U f ^ 2 ^ ^ u f y 4 ^

+ 2 u3 J°° f V dV } . (A4)
u cc

Here Au is the change in velocity in the direction parallel to the initial

velocity u, Av is the change in velocity perpendicular to this direction, and

Q s 16* 2Y 2n At In ( - ^ ) » (A5)
c dmin

with Y the gravitational constant,n the cloud number density,

and d . and d the minimum and maximum distances between the test
n n max

star and a gas cloud. For the galactic disk system of stars and clouds d

is equal to the thickness of the disk and d . is equal to the radius of a
m m

cloud.

The corresponding increase of the stellar kinetic energy is given by

< AE > = J m < ( u + Au ) 2 + ( Av ) 2 - u 2 >

2 2
j m ( < Au > + < A v > + 2u < A u > ) - (A6)

When eqs. (Al) - (A4) are substituted intoeq. (A6) the dynamical

friction term 2u < Au > is exactly cancelled by the first term on the right

hand side of eq. (A4). It is therefore inconsistent to neglect the

dynamical friction term alone, and in a consistent calculation < AE > is

not affected by dynamical friction.
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The r e s u l t i n g expression

AE • = Q m in2 ƒ'" f V dV (A7)
s c u c c

will be used to calculate the velocity diffusion coefficient C (eq. (23)).

For maxwellian distributions of the cloud and the stellar velocities,

2 2Q n£ a

integration of eq. (A7) yields

uus . 5/2 2 2~37I • (A8)

3 2 IT (a + o )s c

where a and a are the one dimensional rms velocities of the stars and the
.i s c

clouds respectively. For the case a *> a we obtain with eq. (A5)

Ao5 20 2 J - d
C g §- = ( - ) Y n am ln( ~E_ ) . (A9)

At 3 * c c c dmin

In terms of normalized parameters this becomes

-4 nc mc 2 CTc 2 5 -5 -1
C = 3.7 x 10 H ( £ — ^ ^ ) ( ^-= ) ( ^ ) km s yr . (A10)

2.2 x 10 pc 5 x 10 M 6 km/s

Here we have used the average values obtained for giant molecular clouds

with galactocentric distances in the range 4 - 8 kpc ( Solomon et al.,1978),

d = 2 H = 120 pc and d . = R = 40 pc, where H and R are the meanmax c nun c c c

scale height and radius of the clouds, respectively.

APPENDIX B

An approximation is derived for the integrated star formation rate in

relation to the z-structure of the models, and the sensitivity of the gas

and stellar densities at z - 0 to the mean velocity dispersion of the disk

stars is investigated.

We first recall the z-structure of a self gravitating isothermal gas with

rms velocity o, in hydrostatic equilibrium, and stratified in plane parallel

layers of infinite extent. The gas has a density distribution
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2
p(z) = P(0) sech (z/H) , (BI)

'iï"Y 2
with p(0) = -f (E/°) ' ( B 2 )

and a scale height

2
a (B3)

H = ,

i where y is the gravitational constant and F. the total surface mass density.

The gravitational potential is given by

$ (z) = 2a2 !n {cosh (z/H)} , (B4)

so that eq. (Bl) can also be written as

p(z) = p(0) exp ( - <Hz) / a2) . (B5)

The potential can be approximated by

a z 2
(Z) - ( ) if z « H , . (B6)

H

* (z) *
2 a z

if z » H . (B7)
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With eqs. (Bl), (B2),and (B3) the integrated star formation rate in n = 2

models at early times, when the potential is still dominated by the gas

((v« g), is given by

S2 s A ƒ g2 (z) dz ^ A G g(0) for S/G « 1 . (B8)
— CO

Consider now a similar system consisting of a stellar component with m>:an

velocity dispersion a and an isothermal gas component with velocity dispersion

a . When the stars dominate the potential and the scale height of the gas is

much smaller than the mean stellar scale height, or equivalently o « a , the

gas density can be approximated by (eqs. (B3), (B5), and (B6) )

g(z) = g(0) exp { - (az /a ? } , (B9)

where a stands for vyl/a .

Integration of eq. CB 9) yields

G = it2 a ' g(0) a (BIO)

or

g(0) =
ir2Y Ï. G

a a
g s

With eqs. (B9) and (BIO) we further obtain

ƒ gn(z) dz s A n"5 gn~'(0) G . (B12)

For n = 2 this differs only by 6% from the integrated star formation rate in

a gas dominated system (eq. (B8)).
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") 1 Gyr = 109 yr.

TABLE 1 : Input parameters

, , t t, Ï. A C
model n o d o

(Gyr) (Gyr) (M pc~2Gyr~1) (Gyr"1) (10~7 km2s"

1A 1 4 .35 26.0 0.43 1.4

IB 1 5 .35 22.0 0.52 1.5

1C I 6 .35 19.2 0.62 1.6

2A 2 4 .35 26.0 15.0 1.7

2B 2 4 .20 26.0 15.0 1.7
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TABLE 3 : Velocity distributions

Mc Connick Oort IB IB* IB**

5(0) [km/s]- 20

75

19.1

100

25.3

86

22.3

70

17.7

Percentage
stars with

|w| <
s < lul

10 < |W| <

20 < |W| <

30 < |W|

60 < |W|

of

5

10

20

30

27.

20.

28.

12.

11.

2.

I

8

7

4

0(10

2(1.

.0)

2)
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22.

29.

13.

10.

1.

6

3

1

0

0

0
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17.

26.

16.

20.
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5

6

6

3

0

6

23.

20.

27.

14.

14.

1.

4
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14.
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0
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

The z-integrated star formation rates and the rates of gas infall versus

9
time for the n = 1 models 1A, IB and 1C with t = 4, 5 and 6 x 10 yrs

respectively. Tic marks on the star formation rates indicate the times at

which 10%, 20%, 50% and 90% of the final mass of stars have been formed.

Figure 2:

Same as fig. 1 for the n = 2 models 2A and 2B. Also indicated is the varia-

tion of the gas column density with time in model 2A (dashed-dotted line,

right-hand scale).

Figure 3:

The observed stellar metallicity as a function of age (Twarog 1980).

The open rectangles correspond to the width of an age bin and the one-sigma

dispersion in the metallicity for a given age. The variation of the metallicity

of the gas with time in our models is also shown. The observations and the

model results are normalized in the same way, assuming a present

metallicity of the gas Z = 0.02 which corresponds to [Fe/H] = 0.05.

Figure 4:

The z-integrated stellar metallicity distribution for the n = 1 models,

1A, IB and 1C (halo stars not included, see text). The hatched area corresponds

to the observations (Pagel and Patchet 1975). Because our model results are

normalized to Z we have shifted the lines indicating the observational uncer-

tainties such that they intersect at S/S = 1 rather than at S/S =0.5.
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Figure 5:

The observed stellar velocity dispersion perpendicular to the galactic plane

as a function of age. The squares with error bars (Mayor, 1974), the crosses

(Twarog, 1980), and the filled circles (Wielen, 1977) are velocity dispersions

at z = 0. The open circles (Wielen, 1977) are velocity dispersions averaged

over z (indicated only when they do not coincide with the filled circles) .

2 i

The dotted line is the empirical fit proposed by Wielen (1977): a = (aQ + Cx)2,

-7 2 -2 -1
with a = 6 km/s and C = 1.0 x 10 km s yr . The velocity dispersion-age

relations for models IB and IB (solid line) and for model IB (dashed line)

are also indicated.

Figure 6:

The normalized velocity distributions predicted by models IB (solid line), IB*

(dashed-dotted line), and IB (dashed line) together with the observed distri-

bution of the Me Cormick stars (Jahreiss, 1974).

Figure 7:

The gravitational acceleration K perpendicular to the galactic plane. Solid

lines: models IB, IB* and IB**, dashed line: Oort (1965), dotted line: the

derivative of K at z = 0 which corresponds to a local mass density of
_3

0.15 M pc . The accelerations resulting from mass surface densities of galactic
9

-2
disks containing 75 and 100 M pc are also indicated.
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Figure 8:

The variation of the mean logarithmic stellar metallicity (relative to Z )

with z for models IB, IB and IC. The crosses represent the observations

of Grenon (as quoted by Mayor 1977), the filled and open circles represent

the observations of Blaauw and Garmany (1976) for the north and south

galactic pole region, respectively. Grenon's data have been normalized to

[M/H] =0.05 and those of Blaauw and Garmany to [M/H] = 0.20, both values

corresponding to Z = 0.02 in the respective photometric systems.

Figure 9:

The z-integrated dissipation rate of the turbulent energy of the gas by cloud

collissions (Ax . . ) , the rate of kinetic energy input into the gas by SNR ( r ),

and the rate of energy input required to accelerate stars perpendicular to the

galactic plane (f ) versus time for model IB
ace

Figure 10:

Same as figure 10 for model 2A.
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METAL CONTENT OF GALAXIES

AND FORMATION OF MASSIVE STARS

J.P. Vader

SUMMARY

The abundances of heavy elements in galaxies are observed to increase

with galaxy mass. This increase is too large to be explained by differences

in the evolutionary stage of galaxies. An increase of the intrinsic

production of heavy elements per stellar generation seems to be required.

Neither the observed variations of the initial stellar mass function, nor

the observed stellar mass loss rates can:explain such an increase. To

account for the observed metallicity mass relation of galaxies we suggest

that the proportion of massive stars formed in a galaxy increases with

galaxy mass. Observational evidence in support of this suggestion is pre-

sented.

Key words; Metal abundance - galaxies - star formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many years a correlation between the metal abundances and the masses

o~ elliptical galaxies has been known to exist, which is derived from the ob-

served colours and luminosities (Baum, 1959; McClure and van den Bergh, 1968;

Sandage, 1972; Faber, 1973). More recently, McClure et al. (1980) have shown

that the bulges of spiral galaxies obey the same metallicity-mass relation as

elliptical galaxies. This trend of decreasing metallicity with decreasing galaxy

mass also emerges from recent observations of irregular and blue compact galaxies

(Lequeux et al., 1979). Thus the metal content of galaxies seems to steadily in-

crease with galaxy mass.

Another systematic trend is that the evolutionary stage of galaxies, as mea-

sured by the ratio of gas mass to total mass, is generally more advanced in more

massive galaxies: in elliptical galaxies there is no gas leftjexcept, occasionally,

for some gas returned by stars; the gas content of the disks of spiral galaxies

ranges from 5% to 20% of the local surface mass density; finally, irregular and

blue compact galaxies may still have up to 50% of their total mass in the form

of gas.

According to simple models of galactic evolution (described in section 2),

the observed decrease in heavy-element abundance with decreasing galaxy mass is

too large to be accounted for by the less advanced evolutionary stage of low-

mass galaxies. However, if the latter galaxies have lost a significant amount

of gas in the course of their evolution, they are in fact less evolved than they

appear to be. Such gas loss from galaxies may be powered by supernova explosions

(Larson, 1974). In this paper we argue that this explanation probably does not

apply to galaxies other than ellipticals, so that the heavy-element production

in low-mass galaxies must be intrinsically lower.
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There are several ways in w'aich such an intrinsically lower heavy-element

production could be achieved. It turns out that the observed variations of the

initial stellar mass function with metallicity lead to an increase in the heavy-

element production with decreasing galaxy mass,i.e. opposite to what is required.

Thus the effect must be negligible. The same holds true for the effect of mass

loss by wind from massive stars. To explain the intrinsically lower heavy-element

production in low-mass galaxies, we suggest in this paper that, because in low-

mass galaxies such as irregular and blue compact galaxies the formation of massive

stars proceeds by bursts, while low-mass stars ( M l I H ] probably form in a

more continuous way, the average proportion of massive stars formed is lower than

in spiral galaxies. The physical background is that the formation of massive stars

seems to be tied to the internal gas-dynamical behaviour of galaxies.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we investigate the relation

between the metal abundance and the evolutionary stage of a galaxy. We briefly

discuss gas loss from galaxies by galactic winds in section 3. The observed

variations of the initial mass function are shown to be of no importance in

section 4. Finally, in section 5 we suggest that the metallicity-mass relation

for galaxies can be explained by a variable proportion of massive stars.

2. THE VARIATION OF METALLICITY WITH EVOLUTIONARY STAGE OF A GALAXY

The simple model of galactic evolution (cf. Audouze and Tinsley, 1976),

in which a galaxy evolves as a closed and well-mixed system, predicts the

following relation between the metallicity Z of the gas and the ratio M /M

of the mass of gas to the total mass:

Mt
Z = y ln( — ) (1)

M
g
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The heavy-element yield y is defined as the ratio of the mass of newly synthe-

sized heavy elements returned to the interstellar medium, and the net mass locked

up forever in stars and stellar remnants, per stellar generation. The yield de-

pends on the initial stellar mass function (IMF) and on the detailed utellar evo-

lution. In the simple model the IMF is assumed not to vary with time.

The simple model was used by Lequeux et al. (1979) to derive the yields of

irregular and blue compact galaxies from their observed metal abundances and

masses. Because such galaxies are relatively small and often isolated syterns,

this seems a reasonable approach. From a sample of three blue compact galaxies

and five irregulars including the Magellanic Clouds, Lequeux et al. found a

constant yield y = 0.004 ± 0.001. This is a remarkable result since the yield

in the solar neighbourhood is 3.5 times larger (Vader and de Jong, 1981).

Assuming that the IMF is the same in these galaxies as in the solar neighbour-

hood, Lequeux et al. ascribed this low yield to the effect of mass loss by

strong stellar winds, which would reduce the heavy-element production by massive

stars. However, winds from early type stars are likely to be weaker in the

Magellanic Clouds than in the solar neighbourhood (Hutchings, 1980; Prévot et

al., 1980). Moreover, even in the solar neighbourhood mass loss by winds from

early type stars,whether single or in binaries, can be shown to hardly affect

the yield (Vader, 1981).

It follows either that the evolution of the low-mass galaxies studied by

Lequeux et al. (1979) cannot be described by the simple model, or that the

assumption of an universal IMF has to given up.

More sophisticated models of galactic evolution offer no relief as long as

they remain closed models (cf. Gerola and Seiden, 1980).



3. GAS LOSS FROM GALAXIES

A possible interpretation of the results of Lequeux et a I. (1979) is that

irregular and blue compact galaxies have lost a substantial amount of gas in

the course of their evolution, so that they appear more evolved than they are

in reality.Noticing that the mean metallicity of the galaxies studied by Lequeux

et al. is Z = 0.005, and adopting the solar neighbourhood yield y = 0.014 as a

standard, we estimate from eq. (1) that a value M /M = 0.7 is required to ex-

plain Z = •=• y. Since the observed mean value of M /M in these galaxies is equal

to 0.25, it follows that on the average nearly half of the initial total mass

should have escaped.

Gass loss from galaxies due to supernova-driven winds has been proposed by

Larson (1974) as an explanation for the metallicity-raass relation of elliptical

galaxies. However, while a steady galactic wind can be sustained by supernova

explosions in elliptical galaxies (Mathews and Baker, 1971) and in the bulges of

spiral galaxies (Faber and Gallagher, 1976), radiative cooling of supernova

remnants in the disks of spiral galaxies is likely to prevent the occurrence of

strong galactic winds (Bregman, 1980a, 1980b).

Radiative cooling is also important in irregular and blue compact galaxies

because of their relatively high content of cold gas. Therefore, in spite of

the relatively low escape velocity, galactic winds are unlikely in low-mass

galaxies. /
i

4. VARIATIONS IN THE IMF

Since the yield depends explicitly on the IMF, the low metal abundances ob-

served in irregular and blue compact galaxies might well be due to variations

in the IMF. In a recent review, Scalo (1979) concludes that there is no unambiguous
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observational evidence for systematic variations in thf IMF in different

galaxies. A similar conclusion was reached by Lequeux (1979) from a study

of the upper HR diagram for some galaxies in the Local Group. This study

included four of the irregular galaxies of which the metal abundances were

determined by Lequeux et al. (1979). In a more detailed study of the Magel-

lanic Clouds, Dennefeld and Tamman (1980) find that in the stellar mass range

10 s M/M i 30, the slope of the IMF decreases by a factor 2 along the sequence

solar neighbourhood-LMC-SMC. Since the metallicity decreases along the same

sequence, this leads to an increase of the yield with decreasing metallicity,

contray to what is observed. Therefore, such a variation of the IMF apparently

has a negligible effect on the yield.

5. FORMATION OF MASSIVE STARS VERSUS GALAXY MASS

To summarize the observational evidence discussed previously, it appears

that the yield increases from irregular to spiral galaxies, and is largest in

elliptical galaxies. In low-mass galaxies, such as irregular and blue compact

galaxies, the yield is smaller by a factor 3.5 than in the solar neighbourhood

(cf. section 2), whereas the stellar metallicity Z in luminuous ellipticals
s

(where y ~ Z ) is about twice the solar value (Faber, 1973).
s

Since neither stellar evolutionary effects, nor galactic winds, nor variations

in the IMF are likely to account for the observed differences in the yield, we

shall now consider the possibility that star formation might proceed differently

for low-mass stars (< 1 M ) and high-mass stars. As was first suggested by Searle

et al. (1973), star formation in irregular and blue compact galaxies tends to

proceed in bursts, in contrast to the more continuous mode of star formation in

spirals. For example, the blue compact galaxy I Zw 18 clearly experiences such a

burst at present (Lequeux and Viaillefond, 1980), the SMC also shows evidence of
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enhanced star formation (Dennefeld and Tamman, 1980), while the irregular

galaxies IC 1613 and NGC 6822 art> in a quiescent stage (Humphreys 1980; Lequeux

et al., 1980; Vangioni-Flam et al.,1980). We suggest that this behaviour is the

clue to the low metal content of these galaxies.

In general, high-mass stars are observed to form preferentially in regions

of enhanced gas-dynamical activity (such as shocks, density waves, bars, colli-

ding galaxies etc.), while at least in our own Galaxy low-mass stars also form

under quiescent conditions (Herbig, 1962). Let us assume that in low-mass galaxies

low-mass stars form continuously, while massive stars are only formed in bursts. Then,

in such galaxies on the average relatively fewer massive stars are formed than in

spiral galaxies in which density waves continuously trigger the formation of massive

stars. Consequently, the fraction of massive stars formed in low-mass galaxies

is smaller, which results in a lower yield.

There is observational evidence for this point of view. In the first place,

the IMF of galactic open clusters and associations shows a strong deficiency

of low-mass stars (M *• 1 M ) as compared to the luminosity function of field

stars in the solar neighbourhood (van den Bergh and Sher, 1960; we refer to

Scalo's (1979) review for more details). Since stars in open clusters and

associations are dispersed, and thus become field stars within a few times

9
10 years, there is a question as to how and where low-mass stars are formed. We

propose that these may be formed separately in clusters of low-mass stars, as

is, for instance, suggested by the existence of T-Tauri associations (Herbig,

1962). Secondly, blue compact galaxies themselves might provide indirect evidence

for continuous formation of low-mass stars. For example, I Zw 18 is observed to

consist of six clouds of neutral hydrogen, two of which might be the site of

presently occurring star formation (Lequeux and Viaillefond,1980). Because four
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of these clouds are apparently quiescent, they are probably internally supported

against collapse by the formation of low-mass stars, as suggested by Norman and

Silk (1980).

We finally discuss the case of elliptical galaxies. Although other explana-

tions have been proposed (Larson, 1974; Tinsley and Larson, 1979), the observed

increase of metallicity with galaxy mass for ellipticals could similarly be due

to the formation of a larger proportion of massive stars in more massive galaxies.

It has been noted by Burki (1977) that the proportion of massive stars in galac-

tic open clusters increases with cluster mass. This phenomenon could be due to

the fact that the initial collapse of more massive clusters has been more violent.

An analogous effect might explain the occurrence of a larger proportion of

massive stars i,n more massive elliptical galaxies.
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MASS LOSS BY MASSIVE STARS AND THE

CHEMICAL EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES

J.P. Vader

SUMMARY

We show that, contrary to earlier claims, the heavy element production by

massive single stars is not significantly reduced by stellar wind mass loss

during their evolution. Massive close binary systems, in addition to mass loss

by stellar wind, suffer mass loss due to Roche-lobe overflow. From published

calculations we deduce that, in the absence of stellar winds, the heavy element

production by massive close binaries is reduced to 25% of that of single stars

because of Roche-lobe overflow.

The resultant net production of heavy elements in the solar neighbourhood is

found to be in agreement with that required by the observations. Since

stellar winds are observed to be stronger in regions of higher metal abundance

Z, a gradual increase of the strength of stellar winds during the lifetime of

a Galaxy can be expected. We show, however, that, in accordance with our earlier

assertion that the effect of stellar winds is small, the chemical evolution of

the solar neighbourhood is hardly affected by such an increase.

From these observations it also follows that stellar wind mass loss cannot ex-

plain the low heavy element production inferred from the relatively low Z-

abundances in irregular and blue compact galaxies.

Key words: Stellar wind - stellar evolution - early-type stars - close binaries

- galactic evolution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lamers (1981) has collected and reanalyzed in a homogeneous way the

different data available in the literature on mass loss by stellar wind for

53 single 0 and B stars. The mass loss rates for 31 O-type stars, derived by

Garmany et al. (1981) from recent ultraviolet observations, are systematically

lower by a factor 4 than those obtained by Lamers for stars of the same

spectral type. The discrepancy is due to the fact that different kucthods are

used for the determination of the mass loss rates.

Even so, the mass loss rates obtained by Lamers are about 4 times lower than

those adopted by Chiosi and Caimmi (1979) in order to calculate the effect of

stellar wind mass loss on the heavy element production by massive stars.

Therefore, Chiosi and Caimmi's claim that stellar wind mass loss has a signif-

icant effect on the chemical evolution of galaxies has to be reconsidered.

The aim of this paper is to reanalyze the effects of mass loss from single

massive stars as well as massive binaries on the chemical evolution of galaxies

in general, and of the solar neighbourhood in particular. To this end we will

use Lamers1 results, bearing in mind that the mass loss rates he obtained might

be upper limits.

Mass loss affects the heavy element production in the following way. Mass

loss during core-hydrogen and core-helium burning reduces the size of the CO

core of a massive star, and thereby the amount of heavy elements finally

returned to the interstellar medium. The evolutionary stages following helium

burning last so short that possible further mass loss before the final super-

nova event is not expected to have a significant effect.

In section 2 we estimate the effect of stellar-wind mass loss from early-

type stars on the heavy-element production. In section 3 the effects of mass

loss due to both stellar wind and Roche-lobe overflow in massive binaries is
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considered. Mass loss from red supergiants and Wolf-Rayet stars is considered

in section 4. The dependence of the strength of stellar winds on the heavy-

element abundance, and its implication for the chemical evolution of galaxies

is d scussed in section 5. In section 6 we compare the theoretical yield of

heavy elements, as resulting from the evolution with mass loss of single stars

and binaries in the solar neighbourhood, with the empirical value derived from

the observed chemical abundances.

2. MASS LOSS BY WINDS FROM SINGLE MASSIVE STARS

The mass lost by stellar wind during the main-sequence life time of single

massive stars increases from 1 M , or about 5%, for a 20 M star up to 15 M ,

or about 15%, for a 100 M star (Lamers,1981). We estimate from Lamers' results
0

that the rate of mass loss in the early stages of core-helium burning is at

most a factor 10 higher than that during core-hydrogen burning. Since the total

duration of core-helium burning is about 10 times shorter than that of core-

hydrogen burning, the .amount of mass lost during the early stages of core-helium

burning is at most equal to that lost on the main sequence. For the moment we consider

the consequences of mass loss during these stages only.

For a star which loses an amount AM of its initial mass M during its main-

sequence lifetime, the helium core mass at the end of hydrogen burning is

roughly similar to that of a star of initial mass M-AM evolving without mass

loss. Similarlyjthe mass of the CO core of a mass-losing star at the end of

helium burning is comparable to that of a star of initial mass M-AM evolving

without mass loss. Here and in the following AM is the total mass lost during

both hydrogen and helium burning. From these considerations it follows that the

mass M„ of newly synthesised heavy elements ejected by a mass-losing star of

initial mass M can be taken equal to that ejected by a star of initial mass
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M—AM evolving without mass loss, or

M ) = M_( M-AM ) , (1)

wheia M' and M_ refer to the values with and without mass loss, respectively„

The effect of mass loss by stellar wind on the production of heavy elements

by massive stars (10-100 M ) can now be estimated as follows. We introduce r(M),
0

the net fraction of mass returned by a star of mass M to the interstellar medium

(ISM) during its entire lifetime, and $(M), the initial stellar mass function

(IMF), defined such that $(M)dM is proportional to the mass contained in stars

m
in the mass range(M, M+dM) and normalized so that ƒ 4>(M)dM = 1, where m and

HL. are the upper and lower stellar mass limits, respectively. The dimensionless

yield y is defined as the mass production of heavy elements relative to the net mass

locked up forever in stars or stellar remnants,per stellar generation. In the

absence of mass loss we then have

1 f
mu M (M)

y = J -2 900 dM , (2)
1-R mlZ M

where m. = 10 M is the lower mass limit for heavy element synthesis, and
XL O

m
R = ! r(M)$(M)dM is the total mass fraction returned to the ISM per stellar

generation. We note that, because all massive stars leave remnants with mass

•1.4 M , R itself is not affected by mass loss from massive stars. The IMF

is usually represented by a power law, $(M)oc M X. For M > 10 M the observa-

tions indicate a power x = 2 in the solar neighbourhood (Lequeux, 1979; Miller

and Scalo, 1979). With this IMF, we can calculate the yield y' with mass loss

according to

I "a M^(M)
y' = ƒ -~- dM . (3)

K XL M
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We calculate from Laroers' results that the fraction of mass lost by stellar

wind until the early stages of core helium burning has an average value of 0.18

with respect to this IMF. Substituting eq. (1) into eq. (3) and approximating

Lamers' results by assuming that all stars lose 18% of their initial mass by stellar

wind, we obtain
, .82m

(0.82/ U M ( M )

y' = J -\~ dM , W
,1-R '82mlZ M3

or, in terms of the yield y without mass loss,

m M_(M)
y' = 0.67 y - 0.67 J u — — dM . (5)

.82m M
u

It can be estimated from table 4 of Arnett (1978) that, for m u > 1OOM0 , the

integral on the RHS of eq. (5) contributes only a few percent to the total yield

Hence we find a reduction of the yield y by at most 35% as a consequence of mass

loss by stellar wind.

From more detailed calculations Chiosi and Caimmi (1979) obtained a reduction

of the yield by 50% for an IMF with x = 4/3, and by 67% for an IMF with x = 7/3.

We thus see that their overestimate of the mass loss rates by a factor 4 (cf.

section 1) leads to an underestimate of the yield by about a factor 2 as compared to

our results. Recalling that the mass loss rates used in our calculations might

be upper limits (cf. section 1), we conclude that stellar winds do not signif-

icantly affect the heavy element yield.

3. MASS LOSS FROM MASSIVE CLOSE BINARIES

The stellar wind mass loss rates from 0 and B-type stars in close binary

systems have often been estimated to be much larger than for single stars

(Ziolkowsky, 1979; de Loore, 1980; Hutchings, 1980a; Vanbeveren and Olson, 1980)

However, a recent compilation of the mass loss rates of 25 0 and Of stars (Conti

and Garman^, 1981), of which 5 are known to be binaries, does not reveal any

significant difference between the mass loss rates
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from close binaries and single stars of similar luminosity. Accordingly, we

shall assume here that the strength of stellar winds is the same for binaries

and for single stars, so that their heavy element production is similarly

af:ected.

Let us now consider mass loss in close binaries due to Roche-lobe overflow

(RLOF). Its effect on the heavy-element production can readily be estimated

from Vanbeveren and Olson's calculations. Vanbeveren and Olson (1980) considered

IO.OF after core-hydrogen burning. The effect of RLOF depends on how much of

the mass lost from the primary by RLOF is accreted by the secondary (the sec-

ondary's mass loss by RLOF is always lost from the system). Vanbeveren and

Olson's calculations show that, in the absence of stellar winds, the yield

when the primary's mass loss by RLOF is entirely accreted is twice as large as

when it is totally lost. From a study of the orbital parameters of 0-0 and

0—WR binaries Massey (1981) concludes that the latter case is more likely.

From a linear interpolation of the logarithmic yields obtained by Vanbeveren

and Olson for x = 4/3 and 7/3, we obtain the following yields for an IMF with

x = 2: for single.stars without mass loss y = 6.5 x 10 ;and y = 1.5 x 10

for binaries with mass loss by RLOF only, and in the absence of mass transfer

between the binary components. Thus the binary yield is at most 4 times smaller

than the yield of single stars.

Considering that about 40% of the massive stars are in close binaries

(Conti et al., 1977; Garmany et al., 1981), we obtain a net yield of 4.5 x 10

in the absence of stellar winds. When stellar winds are taken into account,a

_3

lower limit to the net yield in the solar neighbourhood is 2.9 x 10 (cf. sec-

tion 2). We remark here that only the relative values of the yields given above

are important for our present discussion. The values by themselves will be re-

examined in section 6.
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4. MASS LOSS FROM RED SUPERGIANTS AND WR STARS

An inspection of the position of red supergiants in the Hertzsprung-

Russel diagram, supplemented by stellar evolutionary tracks;indicates that

the masses of red supergiants are probably in the range 15 - 40 M . Mass loss

rates of the order of 10 M yr have been observed for red supergiants

(Barbaro and Dallaporta, 1974, and references therein). The absence of red

supergiants more massive than about 40 M might be due to rapid mass loss

during core-helium burning in stars more massive than 40 M , from which then

WR stars may be the result (see also Maeder et al., 1980).

Whether single or in binary systems, WR stars are likely core-helium

burning stars. In binaries, the lower mass limit for the formation of a WR star

seems to be around 30 M (De Loore, 1980, and references therein). In single
9

stars, a somewhat higher value seems required (De Loore,1980), which we will

tentatively assume to be 40 M . WR stars are known to lose mass by stellar wind

at the relatively high and fairly constant rate of 5 x 10 M yr (Conti,

1979), similar to that observed for red supergiants.

Most,but not all*WR stars are in close binaries. The percentage of single

WR stars is rather uncertain. Isserstedt and Mof f at (1981) recently estimated

that 50% of the galactic WR stars have OB companions, and 25% have compact

companions. This leaves 25% of single WR stars.within a few kpc of the Sun*

As will be discussed in the following section, this percentage probably varies

viith metallicity.

If indeed all single stars with initial masses in excess of 40 M lose so

much mass that they become WR stars, as suggested above, we can estimate an

upper limit to the effect of WR stars on the chemical yield by single stars in

the solar neighbourhood. Assuming that stars with M > 40 M produce no heavy

elements at all, we find a reduction of the yield of single stars by only 10%
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(of. Table 1 in Wheeler et al.t 1980). This result can be understood from the

fact that, for an IMF with power x = 2, the heavy element production as a function

of stellar mass has a maximum near M P 20 M (cf. Table 3 in Arnett, 1978).
0

5. THE Z-DEPENDENCE OF THE RATE OF MASS LOSS BY STELLAR WIND

A comparison of the observed characteristics of massive stars in three

regions with different abundances of heavy elements, namely the Small Magellanic

Cloud (SMC; Z £ 1/5 Z ) , the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; Z fy 1/2 Z Q ) , and the

solar neighbourhood (Z % Z ) .suggests that the rate of mass loss decreases with
0

decreasing Z (Hutchings, 1.980b; Maeder, 1980; Maeder et al., 1980; Vanbeveren

and Conti, 1980 ; Prévot et al., 1981). The most striking result of this

comparison is that no single WR stars have been detected in the SMC (Vanbeveren

and Conti, 1980). The simplest explanation for this fact is that stellar winds

of single massive stars in the SMC are not sufficiently strong to produce WR

stars. We note that a decrease of the rate of mass loss with decreasing Z is

in accordance with the prediction of the radiation pressure-driven wind theory

(Castor et al., 1975).

The importance of this phenomenon for the chemical evolution of galaxies

may be estimated by comparing the yield in the absence of stellar winds

(i.e. for Z=0), and the present yield in the solar neighbourhood, calculated

for the extreme case that only stars with mass in the range 10 - 40 M contrib-

ute to the heavy element production. Using our earlier results, we find

~3 -3

y = 4.5 x 10 for the former . and y = 2.6 x 10 for the latterk

Hence, at the beginning of the lifetime of our Galaxy, the yield might have

been nearly twice as large as its present value. We have verified by detailed

numerical calculations, using the infall model of galactic evolution by

Vader and de Jong (1981), that a gradual decrease of y with Z during the life
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time of the Galaxy does not have a large effect on the increase of Z with

time: our calculations show that the resulting Z(t) curve is nearly the same

as that obtained in the case of a constant yield if we choose a time scale of

gas infall which is only 10 yrs longer (cf. fig. 3 in Vader and de Jong, 1981).

We conclude therefore that stellar winds do not significantly influence the

chemical evolution of galaxies.

Finally we note that stellar wind mass loss, since it is likely to decrease with

decreasing Z, cannot be responsible for the extremely low abundances observed in

irregular and blue compact galaxies, as suggested by Lequeux et al. (1979). Alternative

explanations are proposed elsewhere (Vader, 1981).

6. THEORETICAL AND OBSERVATIONAL VALUES OF THE YIELD

In this section we compare the empirical value of the yield in the solar

neighbourhood, derived from the observed abundances of gas and stars, with the

theoretical values obtained in section 3.

An empirical value of y is given by

^obs = *s + 2 f > <6>

(Vader and de Jong, 1981)» where it has been assumed that the IMF is constant during

the life time of the Galaxy. In the, solar neighbourhood the mean stellar metallicity

is ~Z = 2/3 Z (Pagel and Patchett, 1975), the gas metallicity is Z = 0.02, and the
s

ratio of the mass surface='densities of gas and stars is G/S = 0,05, so that we have

_3
yobs = °'014# T h i s i s a factor 3 higher than the theoretical value of 4.5 x 10

in the absence of stellar winds obtained in section 3, and nearly 5 times higher

than the value 2.9 x 10 including stellar winds.

The theoretical yields are proportional to the mass fraction of massive stars

(M > 10 M^). We will first show that the above discrepancy between theoretical
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and observational yields may be partly due to an underestimate of the fraction

of massive stars used in the derivation of the theoretical yields. In the following

this fraction is denoted by fJQ • The value of f10 adopted by Arnett (1978) and

Vanbeveren and Olson (1980), whose results were used in this paper, is equal to

0.035 for a slope x = 2 of the high-mass end (M > 10 M ) of the IMF, This value
0

is a very rough estimate adapted from Talbot and Arnett (1973), who in turn used

Weistrop's (1972) data based on the McCuskey and van Rhijn luminosity functions

(Talbot and Arnett did not use Weistrop's own data on M dwarfs). Therefore we

shall briefly reexamine the value of f on the basis of the recent study of

Miller and Scalo (1979).

Miller and Scalo (1979) derive the IMF of field stars in the solar neighbour-

hood with masses M > 0.1 M . They define the IMF in terms of all stars ever formed

during the lifetime of the Galaxy. It follows that for stars with masses below 1 M ,

which have main-sequence lifetimes 'longer than the age of the Galaxy, the IMF can

be obtained from the observed stellar luminosity function. In order to obtain the

IMF for all stars with M > 1 M ever formed, the average past stellar birthrate

< B > must be known. Imposing.the continuity constraint on the IMF, i.e. requiring

that the IMF be continuous at M = 1 M , Miller and Scalo find that < B > was at

most five times larger, and at most three times smallerf than the present stellar

birthrate B.. The smoothest IMF is obtained for a birthrate which has been constant

in time, in which case f = 0.085. For values of < B >/B. other than unity the

value of f is given by

<B>

f ] 0(<B>/ B ])

with f.(l) = 0.58, the mass fraction of stars with mass M > 1 M in the case that
00

<B > /Bj = 1 (cf. Miller and Scalo 1979). On the basis of stellar kinematics
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alone, Vader and de Jong (1981) have shown that the past stellar birthrate

has been constant or larger than the present stellar birthrate by at most a

factor 3, which restricts the allowed range to 1 £ — ~ — < 3 . Using eq.(7),

we thus obtain an upper limit to the mass fraction of massive stars in the IMF

given by f.n(3) = 0.12. A larger percentage of red dwarfs (Staller, 1979) than

included in the observed luminosity functions used by Miller and Scalo (1979),

and the possible existence of black dwarfs which have masses in the range

0.01 - 0.1 M (Staller and de Jong, 1981), reduce the value of f,Q. Therefore

the above result may be considered as a true upper limit to f .,

Adapting our theoretical yields, given above for f Q = 0.035, to the new

range 0.085 < f]Q < 0.12, we obtain theoretical yields 0.011 ^ y < 0.015 in

the absence of stellar winds, and 0.007 s y < 0.010 including stellar winds.

While the empirical value y , = 0.014 now falls within the range of the

theoretical yield in the absence of stellar winds, it appears to remain larger

than the allowed theoretical values when stellar winds are taken into account.

However, an uncertainity of a factor 2 in the theoretical yields must be allowed

for because of the uncertainities in stellar evolutionary calculations (Arnett,

1978). Thus we may conclude from the above results that the effect of stellar

winds on the yield, as derived in this paper, is indeed an upper limit.
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SUMMARY

The cluster of X-ray sources within 400 pc from the centre of M31 is

found to coincide with a hole in the distribution of novae. This coinci-

dence immediately excludes capture of neutron stars by other stars as a

formation mechanism for the X-ray sources: since white dwarfs would be

captured more frequently due to their larger number density, this would

lead to an over abundance of novae.

The most plausible explanation for the nova hole filled by X-ray sources

appears to be that it is an age effect: the central region of M31 is

essentially so old that its novae have already evolved beyond the nova

stage. That fraction of them in which the white dwarf has collapsed into

a neutron star then accounts for the presently observed cluster of X-ray

sources.

Key words; novae- X-ray sources- binary stars- M31
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1. INTRODUCTION

The 18 X-ray point sources detected ith the Einstein Observatory

within 2' of the nucleus of M31 (van Speybroeck et al., 1979) represent

an overabundance of a factor 6 with respect to the number of bulge sour-

ces located in a region of equal size around the Galactic centre. The

sources in M31 were classified as bulge sources by van Speybroeck et al.

on the basis of both their location and their average X-ray luminosity

which is typically a factor 2 higher than that of X-ray sources associated

with population I.

We point out in this paper that the central bulge X-ray sources in

M31 fall just in the "nova hole", i.e. the hole in the distribution of

novae in the core of M31 (Rosino, 1973). This, together with the smooth

fit of their spatial distributions, seems to suggest that the two types

of objects may be closely related. Various possibilities to explain such

a relation are examined.

2. THE OBSERVATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of X-ray sources and novae in a region

of 3' x 2' centered on the nucleus of M31. While 40 of the 90 nova events

detected in M31 during the 15 years continuous survey by Rosino (1964,

1973) are found within 5' from the centre, only 2 of them are found within

1' from the centre. However, about 9 novae would be expected within 1' on

the basis of the ratio of the masses within 1' to 5' and within 1 * respec-

tively (using the mass distribution of an isothermal sphere). Since the

central region of M31 has received special attention in Rosino's investi-

gation, the deficiency of novae within 1' by a factor 4.5 is both real and

significant.
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The lack of novae is compensated for by 12 X-ray sources located

within 1'. Because the lifetimes of novae and bulge X-ray sources may be

different the similar order of magnitude of their numbers is probably

a chance coincidence. However, the fact remains that the bulge X-ray

sources fall precisely into the nova hole, which suggests a relation

between these two types of objects.

Fig. 2 shows the surface number density distribution of novae,

together with the surface brightness distribution (de Vaucouleurs, 1958).

The novae follow the surface brightness profile remarkably well in the

rar<>e between 2' and 9' from the centre. The nova hole clearly stands out.

3. INTERPRETATION

3.1 The origin of novae and bulge X-ray sources

• The existence of the nova hole by itself means either that nova binaries

do not exist (any longer) in the inner bulge of M31, or that the nova stage

lasts much shorter there than anywhere else in that galaxy. The fact that

the X-ray sources apparently compensate for this lack of novae strongly

suggests that the novae or their progenitors may have turned into X-ray

sources.

Both novae and galactic bulge X-ray sources are binary systems consis-

ting of a compact object and a low mass star, presumably on the main-sequence.

In nova systems the compact object is a white dwarf, while a variety of argu-

ments indicate that in the galactic bulge X-ray sources it is a neutron star

(Van Paradijs, 1978; Lewin and Joss, 1980).
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Nova-like binaries are generally believed to originate from wide

binary systems through spiralling-in of a main-sequence dwarf into the

envelope of a red giant with a degenerate core. The initial separation

required for such evolution is several AÜ (Paczynski, 1976; Ritter, 1976).

The same scenario probably holds for the bulge X-ray sources in both our

Galaxy and M31. The formation of these systems by capture in regions of

high stellar densities - a mechanism proposed by Sutanyo (1975) and Fabian

et al. (1975) to explain the occurrence of X-ray sources in globular clus-

ters - seems excluded for the following reason. Because of the high stellar

velocity dispersion prevailing in galactic bulges, the kinetic energy to

be dissipated by tidal effects during a close encounter between a compact

object and a normal star is so high that, if the normal star would succeed

in dissipating this energy, this leads to its complete disruption (cf. Finzi,

1978). Hence no binary would be left. Thus novae as well as bulge X-ray

sources'most probably have originated from primordial binary system. It is

then very unlikely that hardly andy binary progenitors of novae were formed

in the inner bulge of M31, since in this case no bulge X-ray sources would

be expected either.

3.2 The nature of the bulge X-ray sources in M31

3.2.1 Soft X-ray sources

If the nova hole filled by X-ray sources in M31 is a general phenomenon

in the centres of spiral galaxies, the most straightforward explanation for

the fact that no equivalent of the M31 sources has been found near the centre

of our own Galaxy would be that of these sources have spectra too soft to be

detected, i.e. they fall below the 2 keV interstellar absorption cut-off. Van

Speybroeck et al. (1979) estimate a temperature of 5 keV from the integrated
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emission of the central region of M31 detected with the Einstein IPC. This

result is highly uncertain as the. IPC energy band was reduced to the narrow

range of 0.35 - 2.9 keV during these observations, and a much lower tempera-

ture, corresponding to soft X-rays (< 2 keV), cannot be excluded. Since in

all known cases accretion onto a neutron star produces hard X-rrays, the

compact object in soft X-ray binaries should be a white dwarf, as in nova-

like systems.

That white dwarf binaries would turn into soft X-ray sources instead of

become novae could be due to relatively high accretion rates (as compared

—9 -1
to the value of 10 M yr inferred for novae (Warner, 1976)) resulting

in stable, rather than recurrent explosive, nuclear hydrogen burning on the

surface of the white dwarf (DeGregoria, 1974; Kylafis and Lamb, 1979).

If hydrogen is burnt at the same rate at which it is accreted, the

energy released by nuclear burning exceeds the energy liberated by accretion

by a factor

f - 0-007 Xc
2 _ 47X(ÏL)-1 R (D

f _ 47X(ÏL) R (D
1 GM/R *' M M > S ' U J

where X is the mass fraction of hydrogen, M is the mass of the white dwarf,

9

and R is its radius in units of 10 cm. The sum of the nuclear burning and

the accretion luminosities is limited by the Eddington luminosity: this corres-

ponds to a critical accretion rate
T O= 3'° X 10 W W ) M. yT ' (2)

where it has been assumed that the opacity is due to electron scattering.

For white dwarfs of about one solar mass the Eddington luminosity is 10 erg s ,
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-7so that in the case of stable hydrogen burning an accretion rate M x 1.5 10

M yr would be sufficient to explain the observed luminosities of the M31

sources (I s | L ,,) if all the energy is emitted in soft X-rays. This falls

precisely in the range of accretion rates for which Paczynski and Zytkow

(1978) obtained stable hydrogen burning in their evolutionary models of a

spherically accreting 0.8 M white dwarf.

For spherical accretion, as might result from mass transfer produced

by a self-excited wind (Davidson and Ostriker, 1973; Arons, 1973), the soft

X-radiation emitted by the nuclear hydrogen burning layer is either cooled

by electron scattering or attenuated by photo-electric absorption during

its passage through the cooler accreting matter, depending on whether this

gas is ionized or not. The number density of hydrogen ions/atoms at a radial

distance r above the surface of the white dwarf is given by (Fabian et al.,

1976)

M

2 r
8 m r (2GM/r)*

P

= 5 x 10
14

_
1.5 x 10 ' M yr

,M, -3/2 -3( ) r c m

(3)

with m the proton mass and r. the distance in units of 10 cm. Their column

density is

N„ = 2.3 x 1023

1.5 x 10~7 M yr

M -1 ,
r f) (—) R 2 cm (4)

At such high densities a very small HII region is formed, with a Stromgren

radius of the order of the radius of the white dwarf, so that most of the

accreting matter is neutral (Tarter and Salpeter, 1969). Photo-electric

absorption then attenuates the radiation intensity of photons with energy

E by a factor exp(-a(E)NH). For energies (in keV) 0.1 < E < 0.53 and 0.53 < E < 5

one has o(E) = 0.65 x 10~22 E~3 and 2.0 x 10~22 E" 2' 5 cm2 (H atom)"1,
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respectively, in the case of cosmic abundances (cf. Tanaka and Bleeker,

1977). Hence for the column density given above no photons with E < 5 keV

can escape if the abundances are cosmic. Soft X-ray photons escape only

if the abundances of heavy elements in the wind is one to two orders of

magnitude below that of the sun (cf. Davidson and Ostriker, 1974). The

overall metal abundance in the central region of M31 is solar or higher,

and probably at most a few percent of the stellar population is very

metal poor (O'Connell, 1976); hence, spherical accretion must be discarded.

The remaining possiblity is mass transfer by Roche lobe overflow as in nova

systems, in which case an accretion disk forms and soft X-rays can freely

escape in directions perpendicular to the disk. The mass transfer rate

should then be well below the Eddington limit since otherwise the binary

system would be embedded in an opaque cloud.

We note,however, that not even a single stellar soft X-ray source with

35
a strength exceeding 10 erg/s has been detected in the Galaxy. Moreover,

nova outbursts are observed to take place even for mass accretion rates in

excess of 10 M /yr. For instance, two novae in M31 have been found to

be recurrent after 2 and 5 years respectively (Rosino, 1973). The luminosity

curves of these novae show a maximum 1L = ~8 m during 100 days, i.e. a total

45 -7
energy output of 5 x 10 ergs. This corresponds to the fusion of 4 x 10

M , and therefore to a mass transfer rate of 2 x 10 and 0.8 x"10 M /yr
9 0

for a recurrence after 2 and 5 years, respectively, in the case of 100%

efficiency. This amount of material can easily escape from the surface of

the white dwarf, the required energy being only 10 ergs for an escape

velocity of about 4000 km/s.

We conclude that, both theoretically and observationally, the possibility

for the existence of strong stellar soft X-ray sources is highly doubtful.
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3.2.2 Hard X-ray sources

If the central X-ray sources of M31 turn out to be hard, they would

present evidence for a fundamental difference between the inner parts of

M31 and of our Galaxy. In this case neutron stars are involved instead of

white dwarfs because the observed hard X-ray luminosities of 10 - 10

erg/s are unlikely for the latter (cf. section 3.2.1).

Bulge X-ray sources are likely to belong to an old stellar population.

Therefore they cannot be massive binaries. There are strong indications

in the Galaxy that they are low-mass binaries containing neutron stars

(Van Paradijs 1978; Lewin and Joss, 1980). We now consider how such systems

can have been formed and how they are related to novae.

Recent studies (Miyaji et al., 1980; Canal et al., 1980) suggest that

accreting white dwarfs in nova-like systems can be converted into neutron

stars through an electron-capture supernova explosion. The conditions are:

(1) the white dwarf is composed of either 0-Ne-Mg, or óf C-0. In the former

case it results from a main-sequence star with mass in the range 8 - 12 M ,

in the latter case its progenitor had a mass of U - 8 M
0

(2) in the case of a C-0 white dwarf the mass should already be close to

the Chandrasekhar limit.

(3) The accretion rate should be smaller than about 1.5 x 10~ M /yr, since

otherwise the outer envelope of the white dwarf expands to a red giant

size.

Single white dwarfs tend to have masses in the range 0.46 - 0.70 M

(Koester et al., 1970). The larger masses of the white dwarfs in nova sys-

tems (Robinson, 1976), i.e. close to or exceeding one solar mass, indicate

indeed a composition of C-0 or 0-Ne-Mg rather than He. The third condition

is necessarily satisfied in nova binaries. We conclude that at least a
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fraction of the white dwarfs in nova binaries may become neutron stars.

As very little matter is expelled, the supernova explosion is expected

to be fairly quiescent (Canal and Schatzman, 1976; cf. van den Heuvel-,

1977) and perhaps even unobservable, and the binary system remains bound.

Another possibility for an accreting 0 0 white dwarf is to undergo a

carbon deflagration explosion, in which case the star will be totally dis-

rupted. These supernova explosions are likely to be identified with the

observed type I explosions (Sugimoto and Nomoto, 1980; Chevalier, (1980).

Therefore the following two facts are worth noticing:

(1) The historical type I supernova observed in 1604 by Kepler, the only

one located in the bulge of the Galaxy, is situated 1200 pc above the

galactic plane, implying that it belongs to a very old population

(cf. Tamman, 1977).

(2) The only supernova ever observed in M31, in 1885, is of type I and

lies 2 0 " south west of the nucleus, i.e. well inside the nova hole.

Hence, both these supernova may well be related to an accretion in-

duced explosion of an old white dwarf in a nova-like system.

In conclusion both bulge X-ray sources and type I supernovae may be

the end products of nova evolution.

3.3 Special aonditions in the bulge of MSI

We must also consider which conditions particular to the inner bulge

of M31 might cause the existence of the nova hole filled by X-ray sources.

If the bulge X-ray sources are the products of the long-term evolution of

nova binaries, the inner region of M31 should be in a more advanced stage

of evolution than the other parts of this galaxy, i.e. either its population
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must be older, or the evolution of binairies must have been somewhat acceler-

ated.

The central regions of spiral galaxies are characterized by a metal-

rich stellar population, and by high stellar densities and velocity dis-

persions which may lead to stellar dynamical effects. Metal abundance is •

not found to have an important effect on the long-term (nuclear) evolution

of nova systems (Savonije, private communication). Since stellar encounters

do play an important role in the evolution of globular clusters and their

binaries, we consider their possible effects in some detail.

3.3.1 Stellar encounters

The effect of stellar encounters depends on both the stellar velocity

dispersion and the local density. The observed velocity dispersions in the

bulge of M31 range from 100 to 200 km/s. We adopt here a = 150 km/s as a

reasonable mean value. Equating the mean kinetic energy of the field stars

to the binding energy of a binary system we obtain a critical value for the

binary separation

GM _ c ,M . , o \—2 „
a = ~2 = 8.5 (—) ( ) R , (5)
Cr a2 M 150 km/s *

where the mean mass of the field stars and the mass of each binary component

have all been set equal to II. Binaries with separations larger than the criti-

cal value are soft, while those with smaller separations are hard. As shown

theoretically by Heggie (1975) and verified with numerical experiments by

Hills (1975), stellar encounters cause soft binaries to become softer and

hard binaries to become harder. The progenitor systems of novae having sepa-

rations of several AÜ (cf section 3.1) are soft, and may therefore be subject
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to disruption. At a distance of 1', or 2Q0 pc, from the centre of M31 the

stellar mass density p is about 25 M pc (Oort, 1977) so that the dis-
e

ruption time scale there is(Heggie, 1975)

P , ff
2 x 1013 (

25 M pc-3
,- 1

150 km/s 2 AU
) yrs. (6)

The time required to increase the initial binary separation, by a factor

2 is about 2 times smaller than x, . Clearly, significant widening or

disruption of nova progenitors can take place only in regions of much

higher density. We will therefore briefly consider the case that the

stellar orbits are purely radial.

Approximating the mass distribution in the bulge of M31 by that of

an isothermal sphere, we obtain a fraction of time spent within a distance

r from the centre by a star with orbital extreme r
max

•"•max"1 " 1 " erf ] , (7)

where erf denotes the error function. As M31 has a well defined nucleus

with radius 8 pc and mass density 2 x 10 M pc (for a = 150 km/s,

Light et al., 1974), the effect of stellar encounters in this nucleus is

much larger than anywhere else. A considerably shorter disruption time

scale then follows as the density in eq. ( 6) can be replaced by 2 x 10

_3
f(8pc,r ) M pc . To r = 200, 100, and 50 pc correspond the values

niciX © imx

of f 0.011, 0.025, and 0.056 respectively, so that T d(a=2 AU) £ 1 0
1 0 yrs

for r £ 100 pc. Let us further assume that the novae in the bulge of H31

belong to the oldest stellar population (age 10 y r s ) , and that only binaries

with separations before spiral-in in the range 2 - 5 AU can become novae,

where the upper limit of 5 AU is set by the Sirius system. The decrease of
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the number of novae by widening or disruption of the orbits of potential

progenitors is then partially compensated by the widening of binaries with

initial separation less than 2 All. An exact calculation, based on Heggie's

results and taking a distribution of binary separations proportional to

a (van Albada, 1968), shows that the expected number of novae is reduced

by 35%, 50%, and 70% at distances r = 2Q0, 1QQ, and 50 pc respectively due

to stellar encounters in the high density nucleus of M31. A narrower range

of pre-spiral-in separations does not significantly increase the above

percentage. We recall that the observations indicate a decrease by as much

as 86% within 200 pc.

After spiral-in of the red dwarf in the giant envelope the nova progeni-

tors are hard binaries because they have separations a < 8.5 R . The hardening

of hard binaries by stellar encounters occurs on a time scale (Heggie, 1975)

( } = - —
"h max a

12 a -1 p -1 f ( 8 p c' rmax ) ~* °
= 1.6 x 10 L ( ~ ) ' ( T r̂ ) ( ^==-) ( ) yrs.

a 2x10 M pc 0.01 150km/s
o

(8)

The decrease of a_ by gravitational radiation losses becomes larger than that

due to stellar encounters for separations

P - 1/5 f(8pc,r fï/5 1/5 a 1/5

a < 20 < z - ) ( 22*. ) <£ ) ( ) R ,
2x10 M pc 0.01 » 150 km/s

(9)

i.e. for all hard binaries. Finally the disruption time scale by stellar

encounters is much longer for hard binaries than for soft binaries.

From these arguments we infer that the nova hole filled by X-ray sources

has too large a size to be accounted for by stellar dynamical effects.
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3.3.2 The age of the central stellar population in M31

The remaining possibility is that the more advanced evolution of

nova-like binaries in the bulge is an age effect. This would imply that

the central region of M31 consists exclusively of an old stellar popula-

tion in which star formation terminated billions of years ago. That this

may indeed be the case is supported by the fact that the central region

of M31, unlike that of our Galaxy, shows no signs of star formation at

present. In particular, there appear to be no OB supergiants (van den

Bergh, as quoted in Uu et al., 1980), and no HII regions have been found

nearer than 3 kpc to the centre (Rubin and Ford, 1971). As apparent from

numerous studies (cf. Rieke arid Lebofsky, 1979, and references therein) the

optical and infrared energy distribution of the inner region of M31 is very

similar to that of the nuclei of giant elliptical galaxies, and is due to

an old metal rich stellar population with a main-sequence turn-off near 1 M

and a metal abundance of once to twice the solar value. A large UV flux has

also been detected (Wu et al., 1980 and references therein),which is probably

contributed by blue horizontal branch stars rather than by young massive stars.

A comparison of all these observations with stellar population synthesis models

indicates that most of the inner bulge population of M31 was formed about

8 to 11 x 10 years ago, during a single star formation burst with an initial

mass function close to the Salpeter function. It thus has an age in between

that of the oldest open cluster and the youngest globular cluster in the

Galaxy (Demarque, 1980).

The presence of about 30 hard X-ray sources in the Galaxy within 3 kpc

from the centre, which are probably the same type of objects as the inner

M31 sources, is not necessarily in conflict with our hypothesis: the popu-

lation identification of sources between 400 pc and 3 kpc in M31 is by no
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means unambigous, and the number of sources observed there is sufficiently

large to allow in M31 for the presence of a distribution of bulge sources

similar to that observed in the Galaxy. Thus, the only respect in which

the population of X-ray sources in M31 might differ from the one in our

Galaxy is the presence of the cluster of strong bulge sources within 400 pc

from the centre.

We conclude that the most likely explanation for the central nova hole

filled by X-ray sources is that the stellar population in the core of M31

is essentially so old that most nova-like systems there have already evolved

beyond the nova stage and eventually turned into X-ray sources.

4. DISCUSSION

4;1. The incidence of novae in star clusters and elliptical galaxies

It seems of interest to compare our M31 results to the available data for

star clusters and other galaxies.

We first consider the situation in globular clusters which also belong

to the oldest stellar population. The total stellar mass within 400 pc of

9
the centre of M31, where the 18 bulge sources are located, is ~ 2.5 x 10 M

O
Q

(Rubin and Ford, 1970), i.e. there is one X-ray source per 1.4 x 10 M

Given a mean globular cluster mass of 5 x 10 M , the 355 globular clusters

in M31 (Sargent et al., 1977) and the 125 galactic globular clusters consti-

8 8

tute 1.8 x 10 M and 0.6 x 10 M respectively. Hence, if the incidence of

X-ray sources and novae in the inner bulge of M31 and in globular clusters

were the same, statistically at most one X-ray source in the M31 globular

clusters and none in the galactic ones should be present, while novae should

be absent. Yet X-ray sources have been detected in ten galactic and in sixteen

M31 globulars, and 3 novae and 3 dwarf novae have been detected in galactic

globular clusters (Trimble, 1977).
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The presence of these objects in globular clusters can easily be

ascribed to stellar dynamical effects which are insignificant in the

bulges of galaxies (cf. section 3.1). Trimble (1977) pointed out that

the higher than normal incidence of close binaries in globular clusters

is much better explained by the (tidal) capture hypothesis than by a

normal initial binary population. These binaries are then expected to

be younger than the globular clusters themselves. Therefore the novae

have not had time to evolve beyond the nova stage. It appears from the

above that, despite superficial similarities between bulge sources and

globular cluster sources in our Galaxy the formation mechanisms of

globular cluster sources and the inner bulge sources in M31 must be

entirely different.

No novae or dwarf nova?» have been observed in old open clusters

(Kukarkin and Mironov, 1971). This is not surprising because of the small

number of such clusters.

Three novae have been found in dwarf elliptical galaxies: one in NGC 147

and in NGC 185 (Baade, 1958), and one in NGC 205 (Zwicky, 1957). These

are all close companions of M31. While NGC 205 and NGC 185 clearly show

OB supergiants in their centres, NGC 147 seems to consist mainly of an old

stellar population (Hodge, 1971). Since no more information is available,

it is inferred from our present work that this last galaxy should not be

older than the inner bulge of M31.

4.2. Some constraints on the lifetime of the X-ray stage in bulge sources

It seems useful,in the case that a real connection exists between the

bulge X-ray sources and novae, to examine what the observed number of both

kinds of objects would imply in terms of the lifetime of the X-ray emitting
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stagti. Let us consider the implication of the evolution of novae towards

an X-ray stage. Pottasch (1959) estimated that 5 x 10 M is ejected per

nova outburst. We suppose that an equally large mass is definitively accreted

~9
onto the white dwarf per outburst. Then, for an accretion rate of 10 M /yr,

outbursts are expected to occur every 10 years • Assuming that all white

dwarfs are in nova systems, Ford (1978) estimated a minimum number of out-

bursts per nova between 160 and 660 from M31 statistics and theoretical

deathrates of white dwarfs in the case that all white dwarfs are in nova systems.

If only 10% of all white dwarfs are in binaries and become novae, a nova stage

8 9

of about 5 x 10 years follows. An upper limit of 10 years is inferred from

the fact that the mass of the main-seqüence star in nova systems is below

solar. With an interval of 10 years between two outbursts, and given that

M31 was kept under constant observation for 15 years (Rosino,1973), the

number of nova binaries actually present is a factor 7 x 10 higher than the

the number observed during these 15 years. Suppose further that

during the X-ray stage the source continuously emits X-rays (i.e. there

are no off-stages). Then, if the X-ray sources in the inner bulge of M31

have evolved from the same type of objects which are still novae elsewhere

in M31, the fact that their number is about equal to the number of novae

expected from extrapolation of the nova distribution in the outer bulge,

would imply that at least one out of every 7000 novae eventually becomes

and X-ray source (exactly one if all such X-ray sources are still 'alive').

Or, alternatively, if all novae were to evolve into X-ray sources, that the

X-ray stage lasts less than 7000 times shorter than the nova stage. Hence,
C Q

the duration of the X-ray stage should be between 10 and 5 x 10 years.
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4.3. Aijc-

If the nova hole is an age effect, this implies that it takes at most

a time equal to the age of the inner hulge of M31 for the nova phenomenon

to occur after the progenitor binary system was formed. Hence all novae

9
should be younger than 8 to 11 x 10 years. We have seen that this is not

in conflict with the presence of novae in globular clusters and in a few

dwarf elliptical galaxies. The novae can thus be classified as an inter-

mediate population II or an old disk population, in good agreement with

their scale height of about 200 pc and radial density gradient d(log M ) /

d(log R) = -2.2 in the galactic disk (Payne-Gaposchkin^ . 1957). An upper

age limit for the nova phenomenon is also plausible because the progenitors

of the white dwarfs in novae should be rather massive (4 - 12 M ) and there-
o

fore have short stellar evolutionary time scales. It can then be concluded

that most of the lifetime of the binary system prior to the nova stage is

required for the binary separation to become sufficiently small so that

Roche lobe overflow of the main sequence star ensues.

The fact that there is a sharp decline of the nova density towards

the centre of M31 over 400 pc implies that there should be an equally

sharp age gradient in this region. A significant age gradient over 400 pc

can exist only if mixing of stellar orbits covers a radial distance much

smaller than 400 pc. While a maximum velocity of 225 km/s has been measured

for the gas at 400 pc (Rubin and Ford, 1970), the rotational velocity of

the stellar component does not exceed 7Q km/s (Pellet, 1976), so that the

stars are supported mainly by their random energy.

For an isothermal isotropic velocity distribution the eccentricity

e = ~ P of stellar orbits (with a and p the apogalactic and the perigalactic
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distance, respectively) has a mean value of about U.27 (Tremaine, 1976),

which is equivalent to p = 0.57a. Taking the mean radial distance of a

star equal to r = J (a + p), we obtain a mean radial mixing length a - p ~ 0.54r.

This is sufficiently small to allow the existence of an age gradient..

The observed colour gradients (Sandage et al., 1969) and gradients in

line features (Cohen, 1979; Faber and French, 1980; Fersson et al., 1980)

can be interpreted as due to changes in either metallicity or age. McClure et

al. (1980) have argued that the observed spectral type variations in.the nuclei

of spiral galaxies are a metal abundance rather than an age effect, as is the

case for elliptical galaxies. They define a spectral index and show that it

is correlated with both the absolute magnitude of the bulges of spirals and

with the total absolute magnitude of ellipticals in the same way. However, as

evident in NGC 205 and NGC 185 (which are both included in their sample), as

well as in our own Galaxy, star formation is certainly present in the central

regions of f.ome dwarf ellipticals and spirals. Hence besides the metal-poor

horizontal branch stars, young stars should also contribute part of the ultra-

violet light emitted by these galaxies. It is therefore inferred that metal

abundance is not the only difference exhibited by the nuclei of spirals and

dwarf ellipticals. Age effects are also important.

We finally note that, apart from the nuclei of giant elliptical galaxies,

large spiral galaxies such as M81 have spectral energy distributions very

similar to that of M31, so that the M31 nova hole may be a common charac-

teristic of such galaxies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : The distribution of novae (open circles; Rosino, 1964, 1973)

and bulge X-ray sources (dots; van Speybroeck, unpublished) in the central

region of M31. Positions are shown in rectangular coordinates centered on

M31, with the vertical direction corresponding to the major axis (P.A. 37 ).

The circles have radii of 1' and 2'.

Figure 2 : The surface number density distribution of novae (solid histo-

gram) in bins of. 1' as a function of the distance from the centre of M31.

The solid curve is the surface brightness distribution in blue light (de

Vaucouleurs, 1958), where the distance from the centre has been taken as

one-half the sum of the distances along the major and the minor axes. The

nova and the surface brightness distributions have been fitted to each other

with respect to their mean values between 2' and 8.5' as indicated. The mean

surface brightness of approximately the first two bins is also shown (dotted

lines).
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